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No C-130s. Again!
At the last board meeting, held at
Little Rock AFB, Arkansas, I got a little
grief for not having anything about
C-130s in the last edition of A/TQ
(although the T&E story did mention
the importance of the C-130 in the
deployability of the Army’s Stryker IAVs
and showed a couple of C-130 tails).
The good humored ribbing (BBQ pun
intended) I received was understandable
being that Little Rock is arguably the
capitol of C-130 country.
I mention this up front, because there
isn’t much about the C-130 in this
edition either (although there is one
on the cover!) – because this edition is
focused on the enlisted force and the
amazing things they do to keep America
safe and free.
Enlisted personnel, as many of the
stories in this edition show, play a
major and vital role in the successful
completion of U.S. military missions.
Their dedicated professionalism and
willingness to serve are inspirational.
In the days ahead, as stories about
the amazing things accomplished in
Operation Iraqi Freedom begin to be
told, we will no doubt learn a lot more
about the incredible abilities of enlisted
personnel. America is lucky to have
such fine men and women serving in
this time of world turmoil and unseen
threats. Thank you!
As for there being stories about C-130s
in future editions of A/TQ there is no
doubt. Operation Iraqi Freedom is sure
to produce a few C-130 stories – and,
C-17 stories; KC-10 stories; KC-135
stories; C-141 stories; C-5 stories; stories
about heroics and heroes; stories about
accomplishing the mission against
incredible odds – they just won’t all be
in the same edition. Or any edition if
they are not submitted for publication.
Taking the time now to write down
experiences, while the memories are
clear, will assure that those stories
become a part of the proud history of
America’s mobility forces.
Collin R. Bakse, editor

Mark your calendar.

2003
A/TA
Convention
&
Symposium
30 October - 2 November, 2003
Anaheim, California
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Chairman’s

COMMENTS
Greetings to all of the Airlift and Tanker people out there and
to all of those who support these fine people who have as usual
performed superbly, with initiative, imagination and courage. Also
as usual, much of what they have done in the last three months will
never be told, as it should be – remember, being taken for granted is
the greatest of compliments for real professionals.
I just have to tell you a story – an experience I remember that
carries with it much about just why our nation’s great Mobility force
always outperforms expectations:
The CINC invited me to accompany Brig. Gen. Mark Volcheff
to Long Beach to officially pick up and deliver C-17 number 100
Gen Duane H. Cassidy
to Charleston. There were lots of times in the past years that many
USAF, Ret
thought this day would never come, and some determined to make
sure it would never come. This delivery is a real tribute to those that just would never give up
on this program even in some very dark days.
This adventure started with a tour of the Boeing Plant in Long Beach, and ended a day later
with our departure from Long Beach to Charleston with a low pass for some photography at
Wright Field in Ohio, where the 100th anniversary of flight will be celebrated in the month of
July. Tail number 100 on the 100th year makes for good photo-op stuff, it should.
It is easy to get excited about a brand spanking new airplane, and I did, but I have to tell you
I also really got excited about visiting the people who build it and listening to them tell the
stories of how they are manufacturing it better, safer and cheaper then we ever imagined. I was
in Long Beach and helped dedicate the building that houses the production of this remarkable
airplane. It is nothing like my memory of my last visit, nothing at all. The men and women
of Boeing at Long Beach have transformed a particularly complex process at every turn, and
they have done it with tenacity and dedication that must not go unnoticed. It is an amazing
feat to attack the entire manufacturing process of something this big and apply technology
and ingenuity that removes entire steps from this process and makes every other step more
efficient and safer. The feeling I got from the dozens of people I talked to was always the same…
‘We are very proud of what we have done to the manufacturing process and we intend to do
lots more to make it even better.’ If you want to see how attitude can change a program, go
to Long Beach. Mr. Howard Chambers, The Boeing Executive responsible for this program,
and for this attitude, lets this team of people have lots of latitude in their individual jobs and
simply sets the standards of performance and safety. It works, he is proud of them, they are
proud of what they are doing and everyone is proud of the airplane they build, particularly me.
From the superior strength in the main spar, the inherent reliability, to the most comfortable
cockpit ever, this is productivity and performance that is the foundation of America industry.
To Howard and every one of his team, my Congratulations – as Jackie Gleason would say “You
Are The Greatest!”
Now take this magnificent machine, and make sure it performs to the specs we decided on
many years ago, as long as 20 for some of them, and just how do you perform the missions
asked of it today? I’ll tell you how, you put in the seats a Mobility Command Crew. This too
was something to witness. The crews understand the true capabilities of the airplane, and have
figured out how to maximize what is being built for them and are simply not satisfied with the
status quo. They are always looking for ways to better use the systems, for better tactics that
will make the mission safer and give their commanders more options. They know that even
though we were flying ship number 100, the airplane is far from mature, it has capabilities we
have yet to discover, and that is their challenge.
We landed at Charleston and the ramp surprised me, it was full of airplanes. With a full
deployment under way I thought it would be empty, I found out it was full because most of the
airplanes were enrouters,most were on just a few hours turn. Turns out that Dover had a major
problem with some snow on a roof and the entire east coast enroute operation was shifted
through Charleston. How’s that for flexibility, and the approach was all in a days work! We
had a brief key turnover ceremony that did not last long because the airplane was on the ATO
for the next day, within 24 hours of the delivery of this airplane from The Boeing Company,
it was delivering a combat load to the war zone. It did so without a single write-up on the
maintenance forms, or , to us old guys , it was flying on an initial. Wow! Even better than that,
this airplane was a part of the first brigade air drop of its kind, a major adjustment in the war
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SECRETARY’S
NOTES

President’s

MESSAGE
Hello fellow members of the Airlift/Tanker world! As I write this
message, you are completing the Herculean effort to free the people
of Iraq and defeat the enemies that threaten our American freedom
and way of life. We are proud of you and appreciate the sacrifices
made by your family and loved ones. We watched the war unfold
in our homes and wished to walk beside you. News reporters often
mentioned your battleground victories along with your re-supply
and humanitarian efforts, but unless one has walked in those air
mobility boots, one does not really know the contributions that
you made. At days end, we knew air mobility was responsible for the
war-fighting flexibility required by the Commanders in the field. We
CMSgt Mark A. Smith
thank you for your tremendous efforts and a job well done. Hooah!
USAF, Ret
The theme of the spring issue of A/TQ focuses on our enlisted
force. During the war effort in Iraq, embedded reporters watched and interviewed many
enlisted warriors as they performed their missions flawlessly. From loading bombs to loading
aircraft, from refueling a jet to driving a tank, the U.S. Armed Forces enlisted men and women
are making it happen. One has to hope that an enlisted mentor taught them something
along the way that helped them during this war. Looking back on my own experiences, I
feel fortunate to have had some Vietnam Veterans mentor my training and provide valuable
training experiences. Combat veterans such as Rich Kramer, Dave Torbush, Murray Garbett,
Glen Morgan, Mike Reynolds, Dale Cozart, Monte Nicholson, Jimmy Hampton, Mike Welch,
Dave Fincher, Jim Lis, Charlie Jackson, Paul Harvell, Bill Cannon, Ted Venturini and others
taught me valuable traits about being an enlisted warrior. Operation Enduring Freedom just
created another group of enlisted combat veterans to mentor and train the next recruit
leaving Lackland as they become an airman in our great Air Force. Who will you mentor
and train? Please take the opportunity to talk to our young airmen and officers about your
experiences in this war. As you can see, your name will not be forgotten.
Speaking of warriors, the A/TA board had another eventful landing at Little Rock AFB as
the Razorback Chapter hosted our quarterly meeting. Colonel’s Scott and Kreulen gave us
an impressive tour of Task Force Rock. We met lots of enlisted warriors working behind the
scenes supporting the war effort in Iraq. We learned about Camp Warlord, the ultimate combat
deployment training experience for personnel assigned to the 314th Airlift Wing. This 5-day
exercise takes personnel out of their routine mindset and reminds them of procedures that
occur during contingencies. The off-station exercise concludes with a formal retreat ceremony
where members who distinguished themselves above all others receive special leadership
awards. This school is taught entirely by Non-Commissioned Officers and serves as a model
for wing level readiness training within the command. We were impressed! I would also like to
formally welcome SMSgt Regina Hoctor and MSgt Ed Renneckar to the A/TA Board of Advisors.
Gina and Ed were present at the meeting in Little Rock and presented valuable advice to the
board during numerous discussion items. LTC Dryjanski and the Razorback Chapter also
hosted the board to a Southern BBQ and tried to coax the A/TA Board Legends to a game of
CRUD…. but the longnecks in ice delayed the match. I would like to offer many thanks to the
Razorback Chapter for hosting our board meeting. We are proud of your mission performance
at Task Force Rock!
This quarter also brought a new beginning to our first Air National Guard/Reserve Chapter at
Selfridge ANGB. Chief Jim Wilton led the Great Lakes Chapter to another large A/TA meeting.
Leadership by example was actively demonstrated by this chapter. Every CMSgt in the wing
joined the Great Lakes Chapter to begin the charter effort. I was proud to present the Great
Lakes official charter and three members of the C-5 Babylift aircrew - retirees Colonel Bud
Traynor, CMSgt Ray Snedegar, and MSgt Phil Wise presented their heroic story to the chapter
membership. This was the first opportunity that Sergeant Wise had to personally thank Chief
Snedegar for pulling him from the C-5 wreckage over 28 years ago. It was quite a moment to
see when these enlisted heroes met again for the first time since that flight! Jim Bomberger
and his wife Carol made a four and 1/2 hour trip to attend this meeting. Jim joined A/TA
in 1978 making him the most tenured member of the Great Lakes Chapter. Past President
CMSgt Dave Pelletier guided the crew shuttle to the airfields and provided a Carolina-style
welcome in an area of his home called Club Dave (the 19th hole). Congratulations and thanks
to the Great Lakes Chapter (and General Miller) for an exciting weekend. We are truly an Air

Your A/TA Board of Officers will never
be able to adequately express the pride
we feel for all of
you who have
and continue to
support Operation
Iraqi
Freedom
and the other
requirements that
go on like clock
work. You certainly
inspire us to work
harder to serve you
– and we are doing Col Barry C. Creighton
our best. Right now,
USAF, Ret
we are “knee-deep”
in convention planning, so I’ve asked my
friend and colleague Bud Traynor to share
some thoughts:
The 2003 convention will be a venue to
showcase your grand success. You will have
some powerful tales to tell. So, try not to
miss it. Registering on the web is easier than
ever. We know it is sometimes hard to know
if you are going to actually be able to attend
-but please do your best, for we’ve found it
necessary to levy an additional fee for on-site
registration. And a note of warning for you
duffers, we can accommodate only 144
golfers on the links. After 144, there will be a
waiting list but no overflow.
We are anticipating great attendance,
as the current ops tempo will certainly
break before the convention. And despite
the distractions of the war effort, our
membership activities remain strong. Our
A/TA total membershiphas climbed to over
4800. We have 32 active chapters and a
handful of “feathered” chapters that need
your leadership to airstart them.
A final thought-peak PCS season is
approaching. Try to remember us as you take
care of those “changes of address”. If you
check your info at www.budtraynor.com and
see “NFA” (no forwarding address”) in front
of your address – that means the post office
rejected your address as we have it, and we
have stopped sending stuff.
Have a terrific summer, and be SAFE.
Cheers,
Barry Creighton, Secretary

See You in
Anaheim!

Continued on Page 4.
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2002 A/TA Year End

Financial Report
2002

A/TA Year End

Financial Report
Col (R) John J. Murphy, Jr.
A/TA Treasurer

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 12-31-02

FINANCIAL POSITION 12-31-02

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS

ASSETS
Cash

$274,813.00

Investments - US Treasury

$50,000.00

Investment - CSX Stock

$5,662.00

Inventory - Logo Items

$2,168.00

Property and equipment

$2,993.00

Accumulated depreciation

-$1,987.00

Total Assets

$333,649.00

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Total Unrestricted Revenues, etc.

LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses $0
Total Liabilities

$0

NET ASSETS
Unrestricted

$308,049.00

Temporarily restricted (Memorial) $25,600.00
Total Net Assets

Unrestricted revenues, gains and other support
Corporate Memberships
Individual Memberships
Convention Booths
Convention Registrations
Magazine Advertising
Dividends
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Securities
Interest
Logo Sales, Net

$333,649.00

Total Liabilities and Net Assets $333,649.00

Net Assets Released from Restrictions
Restrictions Satisfied by Payments
Total Unrestricted Revenues, Etc.
EXPENSES:
Program Services
Management and General
Total Expenses
Decrease in Unrestricted Net Assets

NET ASSETS AT END OF QUARTER
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$1,051,024

$17,185
$1,068,209

$967,728
$84,915
$1,052,643
$15,566

TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Award Donations
$500
Scholarship Fund
$710
Net Assets Released from Restrictions
Restrictions Satisfied by Payments
($17,185)
Decrease in Temporarily Restricted Net Assets
($15,975)
Increase in Net Assets
($409)
NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR
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$57,270
$132,849
$272,800
$567,434
$18,738
$1,436
-$1,348
$3,051
-$1,206

$334,058
$333,649

Chairman’s Comments Continued
The Airlift/Tanker Association’s financial statements for the
year 2002 are published here in the Airlift/Tanker Quarterly
as required by the By-Laws. These were prepared by the
accounting firm of Timothy W. Whitlock, CPA, PLC. A/TA’s
finances continue to be in excellent shape, and our accountant
confirms this in the Association’s annual 2002 review. Our
corporate and individual memberships remain strong, and
the 2002 convention participation was the highest to date.
Expenditure highlights for 2002 include the award of 24
Enlisted Tuition Grants to deserving members, and continued
construction and maintenance of the Memorial at Scott AFB IL. Program services
for our membership continue to be our major expenditures.

FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
FUNCTIONAL EXPENSE

PROGRAM SERVICES

MANAGEMENT

FUND RASING

TOTAL

Awards

$7,431

$7,431

Scholarship & ETG

$4,800

$4,800

Bank Service Fees

$17,208

$17,208

$835,394

$835,394

Convention
Depreciation
Insurance Premiums
Magazine

Travel

$1,866

$1,866
$82,497

$76,369

$76,369

$576

Secretary
Memorial Expense

$670

$82,497

Mgt Information Systems
Postage & Reproduction

$670

$576
$110

$110

$15,975

$15,975

$3,847

$3,847

Treasurer

$5,900
$967,728

$84,915

$5,900
$0.00

$1,052,643

plan, caused by political exigencies.
It is truly hard to explain to anyone,
just how proud and exhilarated I felt after
these two days. What rumbled through my
head were all of the statements from the
nay-sayers about how this airplane would
be used, what sort of performance we did
and did not need, would you ever really
need to airdrop a brigade size force, why
do you need so many, can you really do it
with just three crew members, it is much
too expensive, you will never need to air
refuel an airlift airplane, you surely don’t
intend to use an airplane this expensive in
a combat theater, why would you want to
back up, and the list goes on and on. But
these are the questions and challenges a
whole host of professional people had to
deal with as this airplane competed for
funding and priority. The same question
are being asked today about this and other
programs, the same competition for funds
and priorities exist as well. This generation
today must overcome these hurdles with
knowledge and perseverance. We owe it to
our nation, to our aircrews and those people
in Long Beach who build this airplane. My
last words to them there, as I climbed
aboard were, number 100, we are one third
of the way there.
The message is, the ingenuity of our
people, those who build it and those who
fly it, those who use it, must never be
understated or discounted. It took us over
ten years from concept to first flight on this
airplane, had it not been for the tenacity of
a whole host of people just tell me what we
would be doing today in Iraq or Afghanistan,
or what would we have done in Kosovo. Just
tell me what our options would be.
Be safe out there......Cassidy out!
Duane Cassidy, Chairman

President’s Message Continued
Mobility family!
In closing and as a retired Chief Master
Sergeant, I would like to sincerely thank
our forces for your devoted service to our
country and for protecting our freedom.
The sacrifices you and your family are
making for our great nation are significant
and your dedication to the air mobility
mission is greatly appreciated. We look
forward to hearing your stories soon. God
Bless you all and the United States of
America.
Cabin Report…Secure!
Mark Smith, President
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Association

ROUND-UP

Is your Chapter doing something great?
Send Chapter happenings to the Airlift/Tanker
Quarterly editor at: bakse@apci.net

Great Lakes Chapter
On April 5, 2003, the Great Lakes
Chapter hosted their spring meeting
at Selfridge ANGB, MI. Airlift/Tanker
Association President, CMSgt (Ret)
Mark A. Smith and Chief Jim Wilton,

group and encouraged the chapter to
face the future as a strong and vibrant
organization.
Colonel (Ret) Bud Traynor, CMSgt
(Ret) Ray Snedegar and Sgt (Ret) Phil
Wise, crew members during “Operation
Baby Lift,” led a discussion about their
past flying experiences in Vietnam.
Col Traynor and his crew discussed
their crash landing on April 3, 1975,
while flying a C-5A Galaxy from Tan
Son Nhut AB (near Saigon) bound for
Clark AB, Philippines. This was the
initial mission of Operation Babylift,
directed by President Gerald Ford, to
bring Vietnamese orphans to the U.S.
in the few remaining days before the
Republic of Vietnam fell.

A/TA President Mark Smith signing the
Great Lakes Chapter “official” charter.
President of the Great Lakes Chapter,
opened the meeting by signing the
official A/TA charter.
Chief Smith noted that the chapter
was spearheaded by the enlisted force
when Chief Wilton challenged every
Chief Master Sergeant of the 927th Air
Refueling Wing to join the new chapter
en mass – they did!
A/TA Senior Vice-President MGen
(Ret) Buck Marr, also addressed the

Operation “Baby Lift” participants (L to R)
CMSgt (Ret) Ray Snedegar, Col (Ret) Bud
Traynor and Sgt (Ret) Phil Wise.
Twelve minutes after takeoff at an
altitude of 23,000 feet, there was sudden
rapid decompression as the lower rear
fuselage was torn apart and fog filled
the plane with a tornado of debris. The
extent of this critical emergency was

See pages 18 & 19 for
information on
this year’s
A/TA Convention
& Symposium.

30 October - 2 November, 2003

Registration Form on page 28.
6
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not covered in the C-5 flight manual
and the crew had only three minutes
to invent a technique for managing a
seemingly unmanageable aircraft.

Col (Ret) Bud Traynor with some of the
70 people who attended the Great Lakes
Chapter’s spring meeting.
The lives of 328 people rested in the
hands of Captain Traynor and his crew.
When the aircraft came to a rest, the
heroic actions of Col Traynor and crew
saved 175 people during the crash.
Some of the C-5 crew members
attending the Great Lakes Chapter
meeting had not seen each other in
many years, so the gathering also served
as a reunion for the crew.
Sergeant Phil Wise, a member of the
Great Lakes Chapter, was especially glad
to see Chief Snedegar who pulled him
from the wreckage over 28 years ago.
The Great Lakes Chapter has been a
dream of MGen (Ret) John Miller and is
proudly represented by officer, enlisted,
retired,
and
corporate
members.
Approximately 70 people attended the
spring meeting.

Shogun Chapter
Brig Gen Rusty Findley, 5 AF Vice
Commander, presented an attentiongrabbing briefing Mobility Forces at
War…Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Beyond
on 11 February 2003 to the Shogun
Chapter of Yokota AB, Japan. His talk
focused on his experiences supporting
Operation ALLIED FORCE and Operation
ENDURING FREEDOM.
Gen Findley first spoke about his
tour as the 92 AEW/CC headquartered
at Moron AB, Spain during Operation
ALLIED FORCE . His command included
over 1,500 personnel at four different
bases on Europe’s southern flank. The
92 AEW generated more than 3,700
sorties through skillful maintenance and
operation of over 66 KC-10 and KC-135
aircraft.
Gen Findley addressed several issues
about his time at Moron AB most
notably his wing’s contributions to the
intricate tanker operations that were
coordinated to meet US and NATO allies’
objectives. Some of the operational
challenges included crew flying hour
management, asset optimization with
the CAOC, airspace deconfliction, and
communication plans. 92 AEW tanker
aircrews, maintenance and support
personnel overcame many obstacles and
delivered over 182M pounds of fuel to
more than 18,000 NATO aircraft from
13 countries.

Gen Findley then transitioned to
Within the course of his interesting
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, where
presentation on C-17 operations in the
he participated as the Commander of the
Afghan war he discussed associated
437 Airlift Wing, Charleston AFB, SC.
challenges of the operations including
This riveting part of the discussion
extremely long round trip distances and
centered on new challenges to mobility
crew days, hazardous airfield conditions,
operations as the USAF confronted
unique command and control matters,
unique issues not previously experienced
overall issues associated with war asset
or anticipated. Moreover, it would be
integration, and the use of night vision
the first combat test of
goggles in C-17
AMC’s newest airlifter,
formation airdrop
the C-17. As part of this
as well as the
operation, the 437 AW
airland missions.
recorded many historical
Timeprevented
firsts. Gen Findley detailed
him from going
many of these to include
into a discussion
the first ever C-17 combat/
of his subsequent
humanitarian
airdrop
participation in the
which was carried out on
Afghan war as the
the first night of the war.
CFACC’s Director
These
airdrops Brig Gen Rusty Findley, 5 AF Vice o f
Mobility
continued throughout the Commander, speaking to members Operations from
first two months of the of the Shogun Chapter
Nov of 2001 to Feb
war delivering over 2.4M humanitarian
of 2002; but, he volunteered to come back
daily rations through the course of the
and discuss this position and associated
operation. Secondly, he addressed in
responsibilities and experiences at a
some detail the historical use of the C-17
subsequent meeting of the Shogun
to deliver the 15th Marine Expeditionary
Chapter.
Unit (MEU) into Rhino airfield, a dirt
Gen Findley delivered an informative
strip in southern Afghanistan. This
briefing and his lessons are already being
operation marked the first-ever use of the
incorporated into current operations at
C-17 to deliver troops and equipment
Yokota AB. In Gen Findley’s honor, the
covertly to a landing zone in enemy
Shogun Chapter has donated $200 to the
occupied territory.
A/TA’s Enlisted Tuition Grant Program.

Tidewater Chapter

A Cross-Stream of Cultures
and tankers, we are irrelevant. Without
General
Hal
M.
Hornburg,
AMC, we are not capable.”
Commander Air Combat Command,
G e n e r a l
spoke to the Tidewater
Hornburg went
Chapter of the Airlift
on to say that no
Tanker Association April
one got to Iraq
16 at Langley Air Force
without
airlift
Base, Va.
and no one flew
“The
Airlift
Tanker
in
Operation
Association is a great
Iraqi
Freedom
cross-stream of cultures.
without a tanker.
You have a rich baseline
“AMC flew over
of members--active duty,
8,500 refueling
retired,
and
civilian
sorties
and
industry,” said General
off-loaded
52
Hornburg.
“I’m a big
million gallons of
fan of your organization,
gas...more gas in
because I’m a user.”
Operation Iraqi
“Our
successes
in
Freedom than in
Operation Iraqi Freedom Gen Hal M. Hornburg, ACC commander
Desert Storm,” said the Commander.
were due to our nation’s airpower.
“AMC also conducted the largest combat
We were able to provide this airpower
airdrop since Panama -- over 1,000
because of enablers,” General Hornburg
soldiers. And, in just over five nights,
said. “Airlift, tankers, transporters, and
the C-17s flew 62 missions delivering
logistics are the great enablers of Air
more than 400 vehicles, 2,000 people
Combat Command. Without airlift

and 3,000 tons of equipment. We could
not do what we do in ACC without
AMC.”
General Hornburg emphasized the
importance of Air Mobility Command
to the warfighter.
“When one of our F-15s crashed, a
tanker went deep into Northern Iraq
with the rescue crews. Not for glory,
not for fame, but seeking to save a
fellow warrior,” he said. “We work
together...one team, one fight.”
Before departing, General Hornburg
added his signature to the Tidewater
Chapter Charter and left the members
with a challenge.
“Develop and nurture airmen, be
prepared to deploy and be prepared to
fight, “ he said. “Take care of your airmen
and continue to grow professionals
like yourselves. This outstanding
organization does just that.”
The ACC Commander is scheduled
to speak at the 2003 A/TA National
Convention in Anaheim in November.
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STORY

The air mobility community feels a
special kinship with the Air Force special
operations community – the C-130 air-

Very
Special
Forces

frame plays an important role in both
communities, many mobility troops
were former special ops troops, some
mobility troops are special ops troops
– and, in the overall scheme of things,
the two communities depend on each
other for mutual success.
The air mobility community also
boasts many personnel, who, while
not “special forces,” never-the-less
preform duties that are “special.”
The stories in the this section represent a cross-section of the unsung heroes who perform special duties, endure
rigorous training, put their lives on the
line so that others may live and work
hard to ensure that they will.
America owes a special debt of gratitude to the the brave Air Force personnel who make up these very special
forces…

OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM — An HH-60G Pave Hawk from the 301st Rescue Squadron conducts in-flight
refueling from an HC-130 from the 39th Rescue Squadron May 5, 2003, in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom.
(U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Shane A. Cuomo)
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Airmen on the Ground:

SPECIAL TACTICS IN ACTION

The least known of U.S. special operations units, the 720th STG—combat controllers, pararescuemen and combat
weathermen—is perhaps the most unique of the military elite, as it recently demonstrated in Afghanistan.
by Michael E. Haas
“Are you in the same Air Force I am?” The startling question
instantly spiked the briefing officer’s voice, terminating his update
on the progress of the ongoing, tactical air-ground exercise. For long
minutes the general had simply stared in bewilderment at the tall,
tough-looking captain speaking to him in the command tent.
As sweat-stained and mud-spattered as the boots and BDUs he
wore, Combat Control Team (CCT) officer Craig Brotchie spoke
like an airman, but looked more like some swamp-savvy Ranger or
Marine.
The general could be forgiven his outburst of curiosity. Brotchie
was indeed a USAF officer and a highly trained one at that. But the
tactical performance of his small team in that exercise represented a
little-known aspect of air-ground operations that routinely surprises
even those within the Air Force.
Even more surprising to many is the emergence within the Air
Force of the 720th Special Tactics Group (STG), a special-purpose
combat force combining the proud CCT with another elite force
with an impressive combat record—pararescuemen. The most recent
addition to STG was a combat weather squadron.
The 720th was activated in October 1987 at Hurlburt Field, Fla. By
1996, combat weather troops—used to support Army Special Forces—
were part of the team. All told, Special Tactics numbers only some 800
operational personnel.
The Air Force Special Operations Command (6% is ST) now
possesses a potent air-ground capability so versatile that Special
Tactics airmen are invariably deployed with their U.S. Army Green
Beret and Navy SEAL counterparts.
The 720th STG presently supervises seven Special Tactics squadrons
stationed elsewhere in the U.S., as well as Europe and the Far East.
The squadrons are designated the 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th and 10th
Weather; and the 320th and 321st. The latter two are based on
Okinawa and in England, respectively.
The Group’s mission is presented in deceptively simple language
“ . . . to organize, train and equip Special Tactics forces worldwide to
establish and control the air-ground interface in the objective areas.”
These often-classified, high-risk missions take place in a world that
seems light-years away from the public’s perception of the “wild blue
yonder” Air Force. But in fact, they represent an evolution in tactical
joint-force operations that is as sophisticated as any of the much more
visible weaponry now in the U.S. arsenal.
The key to the effectiveness of the Special Tactics concept is the
combination of superb human talent with the latest advances in
technology. And for years, the mainstay of this concept has been
the all-enlisted pararescue and CCT officer-enlisted teams working
together to execute their separate missions.
RESCUE, CONTROL, WEATHER
Pararescuemen (“PJs”) are arguably the finest combat trauma
medics in the armed forces. Their motto—“That Others May Live”—is
a commitment that has been paid for with pararescue blood on
battlefields as far apart as Laos and Somalia. These personnel recovery
specialists in their distinctive maroon berets made their first official
combat jump into Panama in 1989 during Operation Just Cause.
They have subsequently conducted numerous, open-ocean
parachute rescue missions to aid injured sailors, and work closely in

their rescue role for all NASA space shuttle launches. For a force that
has seldom numbered as many as 400 strong, the PJs have compiled
an astonishing history of valor and achievement.
The scarlet beret worn by CCT operators is seldom seen during
their operational deployments overseas. This is a prudent decision
considering the extremely sensitive nature of their mission in the
combat zone. The versatile CCT have good reason for their motto
(“First There”) because one of their missions resembles, in many
respects, that of the famous U.S. Army WWII-era Pathfinders.
The first of the first to enter denied territory, usually at night and
often by parachute, CCT establish assault zones for follow-on airborne
forces.
Chief Master Sgt. Wayne Norrad, then with the 23rd STS, remembers
his first combat jump on one such mission during Operation Just
Cause. “I jumped in as part of the command group of the 3rd Ranger
Battalion, and even though we jumped low, they were still firing at us
as we came down in our parachutes. Strings of red tracer rounds from
automatic weapons stitched the sky all around me. A real eye-opener
for my first combat jump.”
They also are trained in the tactical art of calling in air strikes on
enemy positions. And they have developed an unparalleled expertise
in controlling the devastatingly accurate firepower of AC-130 Specter
gunships. (CCTs, however, should not be confused with Tactical Air
Control Parties, whose members are not part of the 720th.)
The latest example of their courage and skill was demonstrated
yet again in Afghanistan, as CCT “eyes on target” brought to bear
hand-held laser designators to pinpoint Taliban targets with precise
selectivity. An 11-man team from the 23rd STS called in many of the
175 strikes conducted during 25 consecutive days.
As the New York Times reported in January, 100 combat controllers,
pararescuemen and weathermen served there. A CCT staff sergeant
named Mike called in air strikes. “I’ve trained for a lot, but this was
the first time I ever rode on horseback,” he said. Mike nearly lost his
life when a bomb exploded nearby. “Everything went black, and I
thought I was dead,” he said.
The latest increase in Special Tactics versatility is represented by
another group of specialists, the combat weathermen with their gray
berets and motto, “Weather Warriors.” Five detachments field about
120 men.
As Senior Airman Edwin Gideons, then an airborne weather
observer, once explained to Airman magazine:“The Army uses our
weather data to decide what they’re going to do, as far as weapons
and tactics. Our missions turn into direct action.”
Their participation in dangerous missions can—and has—proven
critical to successful accomplishment in some spectacular operations.
Such was the case, for example, when in November 1970 a
combined U.S. Army-Air Force commando unit waited impatiently in
Thailand. Clear weather was necessary to launch the daring Son Tay
POW rescue attempt into North Vietnam.
Within the short, 38-day timeframe available to the commandos,
foul weather grounded the rescue attempt. That is, until the task
force’s assigned weathermen detected a single 12-hour “weather
window” of opportunity. Placing both their faith and their lives on
the weathermen’s judgment, the commandos launched their nowfamous mission that brought them to the outskirts of Hanoi.
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In Vietnam and Laos, 20 pararescuemen and seven CCT were KIA.
(A memorial to the CCT was dedicated in 1980 in Hurlburt Field’s
air park.) One of the pararescuemen, Airman 1st Class William H.
Pitsenbarger, became the only man of his military occupational
specialty to earn the Medal of Honor. Killed on April 11, 1966, he was
posthumously awarded the MOH in December 2000.
Since Vietnam, STG elements have served in Grenada, Panama,
the Persian Gulf War, Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo, Colombia and
currently in the Philippines and Afghanistan.
In Somalia, some of the 11 airmen from the 24th STS who fought in
Mogadishu on Oct. 3-4, 1993, were wounded. Bravery was abundant:
a pararescueman earned the Air Force Cross, another the Silver Star, a
CCT the Silver Star and Bronze Stars for valor went to the other 8 team
members.
On Feb. 22, 2002, two pararescue jumpers from the Okinawa-based
320th STS were killed in a helicopter crash in the Philippines during
anti-terrorist operations. On March 4, a pararescueman and combat
controller were KIA in Afghanistan.
WARRIOR SPIRIT
As always in the conduct of risky special operations missions, the
most critical weapon present is the human warrior. Operating in small
groups and armed only with light weapons, often in company with
Green Berets and SEALs, Special Tactics airmen work in an extremely

lethal, unforgiving environment.
Human failure can prove catastrophic in such situations. That’s
why the CCT/PJ selection-training pipeline makes an enormous effort
to weed out all but the best of the candidates who volunteer for such
duty.
“The biggest problem we have is that Hollywood hasn’t made a
movie about us,” Sr. Master Sgt. Mike Breeden (now with the 22nd
STS) once told the Air Force Times. “We’re looking for a mental
character who is independent and is strong-willed and who doesn’t
quit, but by the same token is also a team player.”
Those who complete the initial selection phase can look forward
to further training in their core skills specialties. These in-clude basic
and advance parachuting, open and closed-circuit Scuba tactics,
Survival School and other specialty courses.
No doubt, as the war on terrorism continues, the highly skilled
720th STG will play a crucial yet virtually unknown role.
Michael E. Haas was the deputy commander of the 720th STG from
1990-93. He was a flight platoon commander in the Army’s 173rd Assault
Helicopter Co., based at Lai Khe, Vietnam, 1968-69. A retired Air Force
colonel, he is the author of In the Devil’s Shadow: U.N. Special Operations
During the Korean War (2000). Reprinted with permission from the 2002
issue of VFW magazine.

Fighting Fatigue:

NO REST FOR THE BEST

Faced with a rigorous physical regiment and lack of sleep, Air Force pararescue trainees
endure their toughest day ... and one hellish night.
by Staff Sgt. Jeffrey Allen, Courtesy of Torch Magazine
Up at 4:30 a.m. before the roosters even start crowing, pararescue
plebes spend the day running, swimming, lifting weights, doing callisthenics, performing details and hitting the books in the classroom.
By 9 p.m. that night, most slump into their beds, where they nearly
collapse into dreamland as soon as their heads hit the pillow. No need
to count sheep.
Then a siren screams. It’s only 9:30 p.m.
Those who were fortunate enough to catch a wink, jump up with a
start, hearts seemingly trying to leap from their chests.
The whirring of the siren is followed by an instructor’s tirade
through a bullhorn that makes the siren seem like lullaby music in
comparison.
“GET UP! LET’S GO! YOU’VE GOT 2 MINUTES TO GET OUT TO
THE HELICOPTER!”
It might actually be kind of cool, if indeed, there really was a chopper waiting. Instead, this is the start of what instructors at the 10-week
pararescue indoctrination course call an “extended training day.”
There’s no rest for the best.
Before it’s all over, the students will know exactly what it means to
be pushed to physical and mental limits without the benefit of a full
night’s sleep.
For the next 19 hours the instructors push the team to their limits
both mentally and physically, preparing them for the rigors of the
pararescue training pipeline.
“It’s the hardest and most stressful experience they will have during
the course,” says Staff Sgt. Tim Hanks, a pararescue training instructor.
The physical demands placed on the students, accompanied by a
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lack of sleep, produce a stressful environment.
The extended training day is designed to introduce students to the
rigors of operations and promote team building. Sleep deprivation,
although not an aim, is a factor in the process. Working under harsh
conditions with minimal sleep is a way of life for pararescuemen. Being pushed and experiencing the effects of sleep deprivation during a
controlled environment, under the constant watch of instructors, is
an essential part of pararescue training.
“This is the safest place to put them in a stressful situation,” Hanks
says. “It’s better to do it here in training instead of the field when bullets are flying.”
The training, already difficult and demanding, becomes tougher
when the element of sleep deprivation is introduced. The lack of sleep
makes individual tasks more difficult to accomplish.
“You will notice the students start to slow down, make mistakes at
the littlest task and start to second guess themselves,” Hanks said.
This is exactly what the instructors are seeking.
“As an instructor, when I start to see signs of sleep deprivation, I
begin to push the trainees together as a team even more,” said Hanks,
who forces the entire team to re-accomplish a task if one person
doesn’t meet the requirements. “By the end of the night, they will
have realized they can’t make it through by themselves.”
There’s a good reason for that.
Some of the tasks they face after their shocking wake-up call include water confidence drills in a dark pool, a gruelling ruck march, a
leadership reaction course with navigation and problem solving, and
a 1,750-meter swim in an icy reservoir.
At the reservoir, students have to strip down to their Speedos and

make their way into the chilly water with wetsuits in hand. Instructors make the trainees submerse their wetsuits before wearing them.
They watch the students cringe as they pull on the cold wetsuit. Then
it’s the exhausting swim and what seems like a million flutter kicks.
Once back at the school, weary-eyed trainees prepare for a medical
terminology class.
“This is the toughest part of the whole day — staying awake [in the
classroom],” said one of the students between yawns.
Soon the entire class quickly fades into what appears to be a wellchoreographed ballet of yawns and bobbing heads. Students keep an
eye on each other to ensure no one nods off. They know one sleeping
trainee means more flutter kicks for the entire team.
Finally, the room is called to attention. Hanks walks in with a handful of gray T-shirts and a bag of ascots. The T-shirts say “Pararescue

Trainee,” and the ascots are pararescue scarves. Both are symbols of
accomplishment. They show everyone that the trainees have made it
halfway through the pararescue indoctrination course and have what
it takes to finish it.
“Now you guys know what sleep deprivation feels like,” Hanks said.
“You have been up for the last 48 hours. Now relax; it’s over.”
Then, Hanks asks an instructor to bring forward another bag containing a long, 3-inch thick rope, a sacred symbol of all pararescuemen, past and present.
Hanks asks the team, “Are you guys ready to get rid of the rail and
trade it in for a rope?”
In unison the class erupts, “HOO-YAH SERGEANT!”
Then it was off to bed for some well-deserved sleep.

Disregarding Extreme Danger:

SrA JASON D. CUNNINGHAM
AWARDED AIR FORCE CROSS
It is my duty as a Pararescueman to save life and aid the injured. I will be prepared at all times to perform my
assigned duties quickly and efficiently, placing these duties before my personal desires and comforts.
by Terry Walker, 377th Air Base Wing Public Affairs
Senior Airman Jason D. Cunningham, a pararescueman who lost
his life in Afghanistan while saving 10 lives and making it possible
for seven others who were killed to come home, was posthumously
awarded the Air Force Cross at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, on
13 September 2002.
The Air Force Cross is awarded for extraordinary
heroism while engaged in action against an enemy of
our nation. It is second only to the Medal of Honor.
“We gather to salute his bravery and to reward his
heroism,” said Secretary of the Air Force Dr. James Roche.
“We gather to pay tribute to an airman who, on the field
of battle, not only gave his life serving his nation, but
also gave his life serving his fellow Americans.”
Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. John Jumper presented the Air Force Cross to Cunningham’s wife,
Theresa. Cunningham’s parents, Lawrence and Jackie
Cunningham, also received medals from Jumper.
“In the frailty of our human existence we are ill
equipped to express the extremes of our emotions,”
Jumper said. “For in the peak of our love or the depths of our
sorrow, we have only feeble words that never truly capture the
peaks and valleys of our feelings.
“I stand before you today in the humble attempt to assemble the
words to honor a hero, knowing in advance that my attempt will
fall short of the tribute that is his due.”
Cunningham, a Carlsbad, N.M., native, joined the Air Force’s
elite combat rescue program and graduated pararescue technical
training here in June 2001. He was deployed to Southwest Asia in
February 2002.
On March 4, Cunningham was the primary Air Force combat
search and rescue medic assigned to a quick reaction force in
Afghanistan. The force was sent to rescue two American servicemen evading capture in austere terrain occupied by al-Qaida and

Taliban forces.
Before landing, his MH-47E Chinook helicopter received rocketpropelled grenade and small-arms fire, disabling the aircraft
and forcing it to crash-land. Crewmembers formed a hasty
defense and immediately suffered three fatalities and five
critical casualties.
The citation accompanying Cunningham’s Air
Force Cross reads, “Despite effective enemy fire, and
at great risk to his own life, Airman Cunningham
remained in the burning fuselage of the aircraft
in order to treat the wounds. As he moved his
patients to a more secure location, mortar rounds
began to impact within 50 feet of his position.
“Disregarding this extreme danger, he continued
the movement and exposed himself to enemy fire on
seven separate occasions. When the second casualty
collection point was also compromised, in a display of
uncommon valor and gallantry, Airman Cunningham
braved an intense small arms and rocket-propelled grenade attack while repositioning the critically wounded to a
third collection point.”
The citation continues, “Even after he was mortally
wounded and quickly deteriorating, he continued to direct patient
movement and transferred care to another medic. In the end, his
distinct efforts led to the successful delivery of 10 gravely wounded
Americans to life-saving medical treatment.”
In remarks that seemed to capture Cunningham’s spirit, Chief
Master Sergeant of the Air Force Gerald Murray, said, “The former
Navy petty officer considered joining the SEALS, but became an Air
Force PJ. His reasoning? While other special operators search and
destroy, PJs search and save.”
Cunningham was laid to rest in Arlington National Cemetery on
11 March 2002. Air Force Materiel Command News Service)
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“P” is for Purple Heart – “P is for Parent

STAFF SERGEANT ROBERT L. DISNEY, JR.
RECEIVES PURPLE HEART
It was not the first call with bad news the Disney family had received since their warrior son deployed for OEF.
by 2nd Lt. Tim Dougherty, Secretary of the Air Force Public Affairs

After being hit by enemy fire April 18 during a mission in
do everything possible to get me back to good health.”
support of Operation Enduring Freedom, Staff Sgt. Robert L.
While Disney, a 25-year-old from Bethany, Illinois, was being
Disney Jr. was on the receiving
evacuated to Qatar and then
end of the lifesaving steps he
to Landstuhl Regional Medical
knows well as an Air Force
Center in Germany, his parents
pararescueman.
were receiving the news that their
At a Pentagon ceremony on 30
son had been hurt in combat.
April, he received a Purple Heart
“We know that if they come
presented by Air Force Chief of
to give us the news in person,
Staff Gen. John P. Jumper.
it means we lost him,” Barbara,
“I am honored to be able to
Disney’s mother, said. “We were
present this medal today to
out and had a message to call a
Sergeant Disney for wounds
first sergeant at Moody, so while
received in action supporting
we were worried, we knew if
Operation Enduring Freedom,”
they’re just leaving a message, the
Jumper said. “Sergeant Disney is
news is bad but he’s alive.”
certainly one of the heroes in the
It was not the first call with
war against terrorism.”
bad news the Disney family had
Disney, a member of the 38th
received since their warrior son
Rescue Squadron from Moody Air
deployed for OEF.
Force Base, Ga., was flying on a Staff Sgt. Robert L. Disney Jr. (right) receives a Purple heart from Air
“They called us eight months
helicopter in the OEF theater of Force Chief of Staff Gen. John P. Jumper during a Pentagon ceremony ago because Rob was in a
operations when he was struck in 30 April 2003. Disney was hit by enemy fire April 18 during a mission helicopter crash, but he wasn’t
in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. (U.S. Air Force photo by injured and was able to walk
the neck by an enemy bullet.
“The helicopter had just flared Larry McTighe)
away,” Barbara said. “He also
for a landing when I thought I had heard small-arms fire,” Disney
told me that a month ago, he was on a C-130 (Hercules) that
said. “I didn’t realize that I had been hit. I yelled at other team
was attacked and saw two of his fellow pararescuemen get killed.
members to watch out and was pointing with my rifle to indicate
He lives a dangerous life and we know we might lose him one
I thought we were taking rounds. When my rifle started to droop
day, but he’s doing important work and doing what he loves, so
down to my feet I realized I was hit and
we support him and love him with all our
growing weak.”
hearts.”
Disney said he checked himself out from
With Disney’s parents in attendance,
head to toe and found that his face had been
Jumper took the opportunity to present
“filleted” by a bullet.
them with the first two Your Guardians of
“The round went in the side of my neck
Freedom program “P” pins to show the Air
and exited through the side of my face,”
Force’s appreciation for their support.
Disney said. “I laid down in the helicopter,
“I just want you to know what great
propped my feet up to treat myself for shock
parents you are,” Jumper said. “The Air Force
and applied pressure to the wound. I told
is honored to have your son in our ranks and
my buddies I was hit and they said I wasn’t
we’ll do everything we can to take care of
Airmen can now sign up to have a “P”
too bad. They were working on someone else
him.”
pin sent to their parents. A personalinside the helicopter.”
The parent “P” pin program officially
ized letter from Secretary of the Air
Disney said he is lucky to be alive to tell
began 5 May of this year. The distribution
Force Dr. James G. Roche and Air Force
his story, although the majority of it, to
of the “P” pin and accompanying letter is
Chief of Staff Gen. John P. Jumper will
include the details surrounding the rescue of
the second major effort by the relatively
accompany the pin and thank parents
the rescuers, is classified. He was evacuated
new Your Guardians of Freedom office.
for their support. (U.S. Air Force photo
to Al Udeid Air Base, Qatar, where he was
The first was the “E” pin campaign, started
by Staff Sgt. C. Todd Lopez)
confident he was going to receive the care he
in November, in which pins featuring an
needed to survive.
“E” and personalized letters are sent to the
“When I was taken into the hospital at Qatar, I overheard
civilian employers of Air National Guardsmen and reservists.
one of the doctors tell someone that I was valuable real estate,”
Both pin programs are contemporary adaptations of public
Disney said. “I then felt more at ease, knowing they were going to
support campaigns carried out during World War II.
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Caring for the Wounded

MOBILE AEROMEDICAL STAGING
FACILITY PERSONNEL PERSONIFY
“TOTAL FORCE”
by Staff Sgt. Fran Frederick, 387th Air Expeditionary Group

OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM (AMCNS) - Providing medical
Since arriving in theater, Captain Rader said the EMASF
care to injured soldiers and airmen is the main job for 26
staff has attended to 35 routine, six priority and two urgent
active duty and Reserve airmen of the 387th Air Expeditionary
patients. All are now doing well.
Group, located at an undisclosed location in Southwest Asia.
Deploying to a remote location offers many challenges and
Comprising the Expeditionary Mobile Aeromedical Staging
can be expected. But Staff Sgt. Thomas Ricketson said working
Facility staff, these AEG members are a model of the “total
conditions are quite different than they are at home mainly
force” concept, according to Capt. Karen
because there was nothing at their location
Rader, EMASF commander.
when they arrived.
“Our mission is to
The deployed medical team’s members
“This is something we train for three or
are what Rader calls multi functional
support air evacuation four times a year, but this is the first time
professionals drawn from units stationed at
we’ve done a bare base set up,” Sergeant
from forward deployed Ricketson said.
Scott AFB, Ill.; Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio;
Travis AFB, Calif.; and Andrews AFB, Md.
Sergeant Ricketson works as an EMASF
austere locations and
“Our mission is to support air evacuation
medical technician, making sure medical
from forward deployed austere locations and
equipment is in working order and
coordinate, manage
coordinate, manage and transport wounded
providing security to the facility.
personnel to points of definitive care,”
Weather conditions are also a factor for
and transport wounded
Captain Rader said.
conducting medical procedures in what
personnel to points of some call “the middle of nowhere.”
Two Critical Care Air Transport Teams
are assigned to the EMASF along with one
“Dealing with the wind and dust is
definitive care.”
aircrew. Each CCATT includes a physician,
difficult,” said Tech Sgt. Shari Schad. “It’s
a critical care nurse and a respiratory
sleeting one day and two days later it’s 90
technician.
degrees.”
The EMASF facility, located within the 387th AEG’s
Sergeant Schad and other aeromedical evacuation
installation, has a 10-bed holding capacity, according to
technicians configure aircraft to adapt to patient’s needs.
Captain Rader.
Those aircraft include all the “heavies,” C-17, C-5, C-130, KC“We run a 24-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week operation,” she
10 and KC 135.
said.
But despite the obstacles and unpleasantness of a deployed
Captain Rader, a Caribou, Maine, native, is a flight nurse
location, Maj. Julie Flynn said missing home seems to be the
assigned to the 375th Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron at
greatest challenge for this group of men and women.
Scott. “I’ve been incredibly blessed to be the commander of
Major Flynn, stationed at Andrews AFB, is a physician with
this unit and that is directly reflected through the extreme
a background in internal medicine and psychiatry. Although
dedication and professionalism of the total team that stands
she admits it’s difficult being away from family and friends,
beside me,” she said.
she said she’s “glad to be here supporting our troops. People
Patients come to EMASF via the Expeditionary Medical
are getting hurt and I’m glad to be here to help.”
Service. Captain Rader said once a primary physician identifies
Speaking from the Reserve side of the deployment
that a patient needs to be evacuated, the patients are placed in
fence, Maj. Skip Mann, aeromedical evacuation crew troop
one of three categories -- routine, priority or urgent.
commander, said being a reservist doesn’t seem like a part-time
“Those with non-life threatening injuries are considered
commitment. He was deployed for nine months out of the past
routine and, although they require evacuation, the time frame
year in a variety of locations.
is more flexible,” the EMASF commander said. “Those deemed
“I was able to stay home for the holidays this year; last
priority require definitive treatment within 24 hours and
year I missed them,” he said. “The Air Force provides us with
evacuation must be expedited.
everything we need, except our families.”
“The urgent category is reserved for those patients with loss
Despite all the challenges, EMASF people continue providing
of life, limb or eyesight,” she said. “Time is a critical factor in
the highest quality care to the injured people trusted to them,
their evacuation.”
Captain Rader said.
In coordinating patient care and airlift, Captain Rader said
And Capt. Michele Shelton, EMASF flight nurse, seemed to
EMASF medical experts remain in close contact with the Joint
sum up the EMASF staff’s outlook, saying, “Ever since I came
Patient Movement Requirement Center and Aeromedical
on active duty, I have followed the motto ‘C2C’ -- courage to
Evacuation Control Team, both located at Prince Sultan Air
challenge. This experience has offered me the opportunity to
Base in Saudi Arabia.
do just that.”
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SOF and CSAR

AF SEARCH & RESCUE
MOVING TO AFSOC
Reorganization is more about the future than the past.
by Master Sgt. Scott Elliott, Air Force Print News
Consolidating for Synergy
The Air Force will turn over functional management of the combat
search and rescue mission to Air Force Special Operations Command
on 1 October 2003.
The transition to AFSOC from Air Combat Command is meant
to consolidate the management of CSAR and to take advantage of
the synergies of combining like aircraft and missions, said Maj. Gen.
Richard A. Mentemeyer, director of operations and training at the
Pentagon.
Currently, AFSOC manages special operations forces, and ACC has
administrative control of rescue assets.
“There is a lot of commonality within the forces of SOF and
CSAR,” Mentemeyer said. “We’re going to consolidate oversight and
management so our men and women on the ground have the assets,
training and focus they need to do their mission.”
While successes in recent operations may have some wondering
why change is necessary, Mentemeyer said the consolidation was in
the works well before Operation Iraqi Freedom started.
“This reorganization is more about the future than the past,” he
said. “This consolidation is important (for the Air Force) to take
advantage of all the technologies that are coming on board.”
Those emerging technologies include “Blue Force Tracker,” which
allows rescue forces to track people on the ground through the use of
radios, satellite and data links.
Another benefit of the consolidation will be a “plug and play”
capability, that will allow commanders to better manage their assets,
said Col. Henry Gaither, chief of the personnel recovery division
here.
“On the combat rescue officer and pararescue side, we sometimes
had challenges with the compatibility of equipment,” he said. “With
both (rescue officers and pararescuers) moving under AFSOC, we’ll
be able to standardize equipment across the board between special
operations and combat rescue forces.
“The equipment, capabilities and training will flow together, and it
will be a seamless capability to combatant commanders,” he said.
According to Col. Douglas Salmon, chief of the special operations
division here, some of the cross-flow has already taken place.
“One thing we’ve found with some of our rescue units getting
folks from AFSOC, is they’re able to tap into their special operations
knowledge to improve our combat rescue work and vice versa” he
said. “It’s a win-win situation for both the individual and the Air
Force.”
Gaither said people in the special operations and CSAR career fields
will also see benefits from the major command switch in the form of
more opportunities for career advancement.
“The CSAR world is very small,” Gaither said. “By combining with
AFSOC, we’ll be able to open up more opportunities for leadership
positions in operations and combat support.”
Logistically, the transfer from ACC to AFSOC will be reasonably
straightforward and with minimal impact to people at the unit level
– essentially just a uniform patch change, Mentemeyer said. However,
the change will require some manning and equipment shifts,
including:
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• Moving 53 positions to Hurlburt Field, Fla. -- 49 from Langley
Air Force Base, Va., and four from Shaw AFB, S.C.
• Increasing positions at Davis-Monthan AFB, Ariz., by 91 and
at Nellis AFB, Nev., by 31.
• Changing Moody AFB, Ga., from an ACC-owned base to an
AFSOC-owned base.
AFSOC will assume responsibility for all base functions at Moody,
including civil engineering, financial management and base operating
support. Both ACC and Air Education and Training Command will
retain a presence on the base through tenant units.
MacDill Planning for New Facility
On 8 May, Air Force officials announced that as part of its
expanded role in the war on terror, the Special Operations
Command is expected to get $25.5-million to build a new facility to
help accomplish its mission.
A two-story, 110,000-square-foot building, to be called the “War
Fighting Center of Excellence,” is planned to go up next to AFSOC
headquarters at MacDill Air Force Base, in Tampa, Florida.
Work to be done there, largely classified, will involve gathering
and assessing intelligence about terrorists and other unconventional
threats, as well as developing and executing plans to deal with such
threats.
The facility will be able to house 500 personnel; 300 from SOCOM
headquarters; 200 will be brought to MacDill from other locations.
The U.S. Special Operations Forces, elite commandos who
fight America’s wars in the shadows, have played crucial roles in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
Operating in units of 12 or fewer, they went into those countries
before fighting started to prepare the battlefield for conventional forces.
The performance of special operators, including Navy SEALS,
Green Berets and aviation units, has helped to reinforce the Bush
administration’s thinking that unconventional forces are best
prepared to fight terrorists.
In January, the Pentagon unveiled plans to give SOCOM greater
authority and a bigger budget to pursue al-Qaida and other terrorist
networks.
Once final funding is approved for the war-fighting center, bids
would go out in October and construction would begin in December.
The center would open in July 2005.
The catalyst for the new facility is SOCOM ’s expanded role in the
war on terror.
Before the terrorist attacks Sept. 11, 2001, U.S. regional commanders
called in Special Ops forces to perform specific missions.
In January of this year, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld proposed
letting SOCOM plan and execute its own operations and draw on the
resources of the military, saying, “The global nature of the war, the
nature of the enemy and the need for fast, efficient operations in
hunting down and rooting out terrorist networks around the world
have all contributed to the need for an expanded role for the Special
Operations forces.”
Starting next year, the number of Special Ops forces, which stands
at about 46,000, is expected to grow by about 4,000.

by Collin R. Bakse, Editor A/TQ

When historians begin to analyze
Operation
Enduring
Freedom
and
Operation Iraqi Freedom they will no doubt
encounter many “firsts.” The first aircraft in
the theater of operations…the first boots
on the ground…the first encounter with
enemy forces, etc. It will take a while to sort
through and confirm all these firsts – but it
won’t take any time at all to confirm who
was first in motion.
The United States Transportation
Command (USTRANSCOM), located at
Scott Air Force Base, Illinois, is a unique,
unified command comprised of the
Army’s Traffic Management Command,
the Navy’s Military Sealift Command and
the Air Force’s Air Mobility Command.
USTRANSCOM boasts elements from all
the services and across the entire duty
status spectrum – active duty, reserve,
guard and civilian – and through the Civil
Reserve Airlift Fleet (CRAF) and Voluntary
Intermodal Sealift Agreement (VISA)
programs partners with America’s civilian
airlift and sealift providers.
USTRANSCOM was in high gear long
before any of the units in the field. In
fact, USTRANSCOM’s efforts directly
influenced who would be able to claim all
those other firsts. If it’s military and it has
to move, it will be handled by the adept
personnel at USTRANSCOM – the masters
of synergy in motion.
The definition of “synergy” – the
interaction of two or more forces so that
their combined effect is greater than the
sum of their individual effects; cooperative
interaction among groups that creates an
enhanced combined effect – also serves
as a very accurate description of how
USTRANSCOM works. But it hasn’t always
been that way.

Before the United States Transportation
Command (USTRANSCOM) was established,
the nation’s strategic mobility assets
– consisting of airlift and aerial refueling
aircraft, specialized sealift ships, rail cars
and civilian contract carriers of all varieties
– were operated independently by the Army,
Navy and Air Force. Inevitably, differences
in operational characteristics and service
policies and procedures complicated
movements of military forces and raised
operating costs.
War planners identified coordination
problems throughout the transportation
system in simulated wartime operations.
In 1978, the Department of Defense (DoD)
staged a worldwide deployment exercise
called Nifty Nugget, which revealed a lack
of flexibility when multiple transportation
modes — air, land, and sea — were required.
In addition, various data processing systems
could not function together. Unity of
command was impossible because no single
commander had overall responsibility and
authority to coordinate and direct the use of
various available transport capabilities.
Analysts computed that if this exercise
had been an actual conflict, there would
have been 400,000 troop casualties, and
thousands of tons of supplies and 200,000
to 500,000 trained combat troops would
not have arrived at the conflict scene on
time. As a result of lessons learned from
Nifty Nugget, the Joint Deployment Agency
was created in 1979 to provide a single
manager for deployment. However, it was
not until USTRANSCOM was created that a
single commander was given responsibility
and authority for planning and directing
the wartime operation of all defense
transportation assets.
April 18, 1987, the president directed

the secretary of defense to establish
USTRANSCOM to integrate global air, land
and sea transportation. USTRANSCOM was
formally activated as a unified command
on Oct. 1, 1987, with a charter to plan for
and direct wartime operations for all defense
transportation assets.
Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm
(1990 to 1991) highlighted the difficulty
of transitioning from peacetime to combat
operations. As a result, the secretary of
defense gave USTRANSCOM control of all
strategic transportation assets during peace
time to ease the transition to wartime
support. That brought the command closer
to the USTRANSCOM of today.
USTRANSCOM’s mission of providing
air, land and sea transportation for the
Department of Defense in times of both
peace and war has been expanded several
times since 1992. Global patient movement
and scheduling of the operational support
airlift fleet in the continental United States
for all the services have been added to the
command’s already diverse mission.
Today, USTRANSCOM provides a
Defense Transportation System ready to
and capable of meeting the nation’s needs.
It ensures timely, customer focused global
mobility in peace and war with efficient,
effective and integrated transportation
from origin to destination.
Since the cowardly attacks of 911 USTRANSCOM has had the truly
Herculean task of supporting Operation
Enduring Freedom and Noble Eagle, which
are ongoing, and is now simultaneously
supporting the war, rebuilding and
humanitarian efforts involved with
Operation Iraqi Freedom; not to mention
continuing support of efforts in the
Balkans and other hot spots, other periodic
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humanitarian relief efforts, support
for exercises and Presidential support
– all while continually moving household
goods for service families.
At last year’s A/TA Convention &
Symposium in Nashville, TN, Lt. Col.
Gary Hart, a long-time A/TA member now
working at USTRANSCOM, extended me
an invitation to visit the command and
learn more about its operations and to talk
with his boss, Maj. Gen. William Welser III,
director of operations and logistics.
In early April, on the way to the
interview,
I was escorted through
USTRANSCOM’s Joint Mobility
Operations Center, which was
alive with activity. Operation Iraqi
Freedom was entering its third
week and personnel manning
a myriad of workstations were
monitoring virtually every airlift
and sealift asset performing a
transportation mission – making
sure that needed materiel reached
its destinations.
My interview with General
Welser follows:

part of Afghanistan and feeding people in
another. I had a great feeling inside from
watching that and knowing it started with
somebody in the United States working
in a factory, sealing the package that we
picked up with a truck, put on commercial
lift, either air or sea, and transported into
the theater – it took the entire team to do
that.
On the war-fighter side a good example
is the movement of the 101st, one of the
major units that is fighting the war in
Afghanistan. We took their equipment
to the port – not only did we fly their
helicopters there and load them on
the ships, we used trucks and trains
to move their other equipment
and their ammunition to port and
loaded it onto the ships and sent
it overseas – and at the same time
we hired commercial aircraft to
have the toops meet up with their
equipment as it arrived.
For a more recent example – we
just had some helicopters that were
shot up in the war and we are direct
delivering replacements. During
Afghanistan we were able, in just
A/TQ: Thank you, General Welser,
a few days, to move 16 helicopters
for finding the time to answer a
into the theatre using the C-17 for
few questions for Airlift/Tanker
direct delivery.
USTRANSCOM’s mission of providing air, land and sea
Quarterly. As a longtime air
Watching as the things we
transportation for the Department of Defense in times of both
mobility officer how is your
handle go into assembly areas to
assignment at USTRANSCOM peace and war is directed from the Joint Mobility Operations be dispersed and actually be in the
different
from
your
other Center, located at Scott AFB, Illinois.
fight in the war against terrorism is
assignments?
a really wonderful feeling. Knowing
dimensional way, working through not
this great, huge organization – made up of
only Air Mobility Command, which I was
Welser: Before coming to USTRANSCOM
three professional components comprised
very familiar with, but also Military Sealift
my focus was on air mobility. As a crew
of the active duty, Guard and Reserve with
Command and Military Traffic Managment
member, a staff member in the Pentagon or
contributions by the U.S. Coast Guard and
Command and being responsible for every
some other location, as the commander of
our civilian employees, who bring depth
truck, train, bus, ship, plane that moves
the Tanker/Airlift Control Center (TACC)
and understanding of the mission – makes
anything in the military anywhere in the
and as a wing commander I was focused on
things like that happen makes every bit of
world.
moving things by air, achieving exquisite
the Ops Temp we have worthwhile.
As members of the Airlift/Tanker
support by air – I had a passion for being
Association we still think “Airlift/Tanker”
successful by air and for watching as my
A/TQ: USTRANSCOM has matured a lot
when we think about mobility, but actually
units moved things for a hurricane, or a
since Operations Desert Shield/ Desert
we are part of a multi-modal, multi-faceted
war, or to help a country.
Storm. What can you tell us about “lessons
team created back in 1987 that has turned
I remember being in Somalia on
learned” and operational improvements
into an absolutely wonderful organization
Christmas and going down the fence line
since then?
able to provide exquisite support for
as food and other things were being passed
peacetime efforts and for the war fighter.
out to people in need and realizing how
Welser: We learned during Desert
lucky I was to be part of a team that was
Shield/Desert Storm that we needed
A/TQ: Could you please elaborate on those
doing that. When I was at Dover I watched
better airplanes and the C-17 has been
efforts a little?
as airplanes returned the remains of the
marvelous. The number we are asking for is
fallen to be reunited with their families
222 – I would move it up to 350 or better. It
Welser: Using humanitarian lift as an
and thought of the awesome responsibility
is the airplane that can get into places that
example, USTRANSCOM picked up
in being a part of the team that made sure
others cannot. It is the airplane that can do
humanitarian daily rations by truck, took
people who had given their lives for their
amazing things, from moving air medical
them to a port, put them on a commercial
country were returned to their families in a
assets to moving fuel to fill bladders on the
airplane, or later on a ship, transported
respectful, patriotic way.
ground so helicopters can fly; from moving
them into the theatre where they were
I remember going to the TACC and
in cargo and war-fighters in daylight to
airdropped by C-17s to starving kids who
being responsible for 1400 airplanes. The
moving them in complete darkness – you
picked them up off the ground. I remember
choreography that had to happen to make
name it and that airplane can do it. I can
watching this on television and saying ‘we
things a success during that period of time
put anything that will fit in that airplane
did that, this team did that, we are saving
– events like Haiti and Bosnia and Rwanda,
and have it anywhere in the world in 36
lives.’ We were dropping bombs on one
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some 20 to 30 events during the three years
I was there – was remarkable. But it was
very air focused.
Then I came to this job and found
myself in a position as an airman, knowing
intuitively that that everything else was
important and having an incredible respect
for my fellow services due to having
gone to school in a joint environment,
but now suddenly being responsible for
sending people into harm’s way, and being
responsible for the end-to-end distribution
of people and products – the same kind
of things I did by air – now in a multi-
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hours. The C-17 provides greater capability
than the C-141/C-5 fleet at the time of
Desert Shield/Storm. The marriage of C17, C141, C-5 , C-130, KC-10 and KC-135
that I now have is absolutely marvelous.
Plus, the additional ships we now have
– the large, medium speed roll-on/roll-off
ships (LMSRs) – have made this operation,
Operation Iraqi Freedom, much easier than
Operation Desert Shield/Storm.
Then there is the tracking of all this.
Information Technology systems have
changed a lot since the 1990s. During
Desert Shield/Storm mountains of supplies
arrived in theater without any way of
knowing what was in the containers or
on the pallets. Now things like radio
frequency indentification tags allow us to
know what exactly is in containers and
on pallets, even an entire yard, without
having to open them.
The thing that hasn’t changed much
is the spirit of the people. I flew in part
of Desert Shield/Storm and we still have
the same excited, enegetic, dedicated,
loyal folks making things happen. I am
blessed everyday to come to work with
the group of professionals we have here at
TRANSCOM, in it’s components and out in
the war-fighting community. It’s great to a
part of all that.
A/TQ: This interview will appear in the
Spring edition of A/TQ, which historically
has been devoted to enlisted issues. What
impact does the enlisted force have on
TRANSCOM operations?
Welser: Our enlisted troops are the folks
who make it happen. We don’t have
a lot of enlisted personnel here at the
headquarters, but those we do have are
phenomenal. They are totally dedicated
and they know the business very well –
they are totally integrated into our success.
When you go down into the components
– MTMC, NSC and AMC – and you go out
into the Coast Guard and the Guard and
Reserve, and you look at the missions we
are doing, every one of those missions has
the fingerprints of enlisted troops all over
it – they are the troops who are making it
possible for all this to happen. They are
two-thirds to three-quarters of our services
(depending on which service they are in),
and they are where the action happens –
they are where the rubber meets the road.
A/TQ: As the editor of A/TQ, I would be
remiss if I didn’t ask about the performance
of the Airlift and Tanker fleets during this
time of dramatically increased operations
tempo. How are these assets performing
and enduring?
Welser: They are doing well. The young

maintainers that we have out there, and
the aerial porters who load the aircraft, and
the TALCEs that are out there supporting us
in the forward areas are doing remarkable
work to keep the mission moving.
There are lots of circles on the maps out
in the Ops Center. Before the war started
we were averaging 300 air missions a day.
We are now over 500 on some days.
The same is true for ships. Before the war
you would find 20 or so ships on the maps,
now there are 150+.
Sure the ops tempo is up, but so are the
spirits of the troops out there making all
this possible.
A/TQ: Speaking of ships, how would you
describe TRANSCOM’s relationship with
the AFL/CIO and the Sea Farers, etc.?
Welser: That question would be better
answered by the J-5 than myself. I do know,
however, that we have great relationships.
We just had the folks responsible for
shipping in for a visit and they were
very complementary to our briefings and
the discussions we had. We are currently
meeting with some of our sea carriers to
give them an idea about what we are up
to and where they may be able to fit it.
So, from my point of view we have great
relationships with the different contractors
and the different contract companies.
Another example of our relationships is
our current use of CRAF. We are currently
at CRAF Stage I for PAX (passengers). We
have been using the CRAF now for more
than 30 days and the operation is going
very well. A lot of volunteers still come in
to give us extra support in the cargo area of
our mission. ‘Very, very impressive’ is how
I would describle our relationship with the
commercial industry.
A/TQ: As a long time member of the Airlift/
Tanker Association, is there anything you
would like to say to the membership?
Welser: We have been able to do the things
we do because of the vision that our leaders
had to marry airlift and tanker assets as the
Air Mobility Command. So for “Airlift” and
“Tanker” to be the name of the association
that we are all part of is very special and
everyone should understand the important
role they play in the overall picture.
The leadership of the Airlift/Tanker
Association understands TRANSCOM and
they clearly understand the multi-mobile,
multi-faceted part of our business. I just
think that we have an obligation in the
Airlift/Tanker Association to ensure that
those young kids, officer, enlisted and
civilians who are coming up behind us
clearly understand that it is much more
than just the Airlift/Tanker team. It clearly is

the “Mobility Team” and the Airlift/Tanker
Association represents one of the three
components very, very well, but we always
need to make sure that at our conventions, in
our periodicals and in the other things that
the Association does, that we recognize that
mobility is multi-mobile and multi-faceted,
and it takes all of the components, the land,
sea and air pieces that are managed by the
United States Transportation Command to
make it a success.
A/TQ: Thank you for your time today,
General Welser, and thank you for your
continuing support of the Airlift/Tanker
Association.
Following my interview with General
Welser I was treated to a personalized tour
of the Joint Mobility Operations Center
conducted by Col. Curtis Ross, Deputy
Director of Operations, USTRANSCOM, and
President of the A/TA’s Huyser Chapter. It
was quite an honor to see my name appear
on the large, over-head monitor and it was
enlightening to learn something about the
on-going improvements and innovations
to TRANSCOM’s systems. The U.S. military
can look forward to USTRANSCOM
continuing to provide timely, customer
focused global mobility in peace and war
through efficient, effective and integrated
transportation from origin to destination.
For
more
information
about
USTRANSCOM and its mission read:
United States Transportation Command:
Transforming
Global
Mobility
and
Distribution; USTRANSCOM Pamphlet
35-1 (portions of which were excerpted
for this story); available on the
USTRANSCOM public website at: http:
//www.transcom.mil.
Maj. Gen. William Welser
III is Director of Operations,
Headquarters U.S. Transportation
Command, Scott Air Force Base,
Ill. General Welser is responsible for
directing Department of Defense
air, land and sea commonuser, transportation assets and
programs, as well as providing
associated policy guidance.
General Welser was born in Mineola, N.Y., and
received his commission through the Air Force ROTC
program at the University of Buffalo in 1971. He began
his career as an aircraft maintenance officer before
attending flight training and earning his wings in 1975.
The general has held numerous staff positions, to include
joint operations, and has commanded at squadron, wing
and headquarters levels.
Prior to assuming his current duties, General Welser
also served as Director of Logistics at USTRANSCOM,
and earlier, as Director of Operations at Headquarters
Air Education and Training Command, Randolph AFB,
Texas. He is a command pilot, having logged more than
3,500 hours in the C-5 Galaxy, C-141 Starlifter, KC10 Extender and T-1 Jayhawk.
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30 Oct – 2 Nov 2003
Anaheim Marriott Hotel
Anaheim, California
(714) 750-8000
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*Registration will close 15 minutes prior to evening events. All events and times subject to change.

Register Early
and Save!

Who to contact:
Convention Registration: Bud Traynor: (703) 385-2802 | ata@atalink.org

Register
on or before
24 September
and save
$25.00

Golf Tournament: Wally Herzog: (817) 573-3136 | wallace.herzog@smiths-aerospace.com

Registration Form
on page 28.

Symposium / Seminars: Bob Dawson: (616) 241-7954 | bob.dawson@smiths-aerospace.com

Magazine Advertising: Nick McCollough: (478) 923-0968 | nmccollough@rav.mgacoxmail.com

Convention Exhibits: Ed Wiesner: (314) 233-4659 | edward.j.wiesnerjr@boeing.com
Room Reservations: See www.atalink.org for Main Hotels information.
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Please reread the instructions on the form and below to better understand what is expected. Every year, we have a few soulful requests
for exceptions to our rules on refunds: We don’t grant them.
We know that the instructions for the registration form have become quite lengthy. But this is to allow the maximum flexibility for
each registrant. Without the complexity, cancellation and refund opportunities would be impossible. There are limits to the flexibility
however. When Bud and Pam move to the convention site (approx 1 week before the convention), so moves the A/TA headquarters office.
That means a fax to the Virginia office after they have departed for the convention won’t be received until their return from the convention.
Don’t do it. Track them down at the hotel.
Cancellation:
Cancellation Fees. $10 through 24 Sep; $20 through 24 Oct, $25 thereafter
Refunds may be made based on your cancellation confirmation number,
obtained after personal cancellation with Bud or Pam Traynor, prior to events,
at (703) 385-2802 before 24 Oct, 1700 EST; or at their hotel room; or from
them at the A/TA registration booth (not hotel registration desk) via the
switchboard (please no relayed requests or requests to other workers).Card
refunds will be made back to your card; check payment will be refunded
individually by check to each individual. We intend to make all refunds before
year end. While refunds should be automatic, subsequent requests without a
cancellation number will not be honored. Did we mention? Membership dues
are not refundable.
Passing your cancellation through an intermediary is risky. If they
forget to contact Bud or Pam, or they try to pass through yet another
person – say a registration worker, or a board member – the registrant
is still responsible for full payment. The fees charged barely cover
minimum expenses for A/TA and there just isn’t extra money to cover
someone’s error or lack of responsibility – no matter how important
the TDY or family emergency. A/TA has less capability to be generous
than the hotel and you know THEY charge for a no-show, regardless
of the excuse. Make the effort; it’s the only way to be sure you won’t
be stuck with the bill.
Membership:
Membership must be current through November to register at the
member rate. The membership fee is non-refundable. Ever. If you wish
to register at the member rate and need to pay dues, please do it on
the same registration form -- even if you are paying for registration
with an IMPAC card (you can use 2 cards on the form). No need to
first become a member separately. Armed with your SSN, you can check
your membership and registration status at www.budtraynor.com.
Registration:
Do not send a cover page and do not send a corrected copy. If you
have a correction, just call or email us. Payment must always accompany
the form, regardless of method of payment or form. Registration forms
with checks MUST be mailed together. Marrying them up later is too time
consuming and error generating. If you send a form via fax or mail or email,
please do not send it a second way, or send twice. Everyone with a valid email
address will be sent an email confirmation when the registration is processed.
Early registration is only an incentive to register early for
administrative processing reasons – not just for early payment of the
money. This means, for example, if you do not have the name of the
person, you cannot just pay by the deadline and get an early rate.
Similarly, if you want to register someone after the early registration
deadline, you must pay the higher pre-convention rate for the new
person. The canceled person will be reimbursed at the rate paid (less
cancellation fee and dues, if applicable). If you choose to fax your
registration form, recommend you not wait until the last day. If the
fax machine is too busy for you to get through, we will not receive
your form early, and the higher pre-convention rate will apply. If you
need to have your account charged by a certain date, be sure to indicate
it on your form. Credit cards otherwise may get charged immediately
or some time later, depending on workload.
To register at the member rate, membership must be current through
November. The membership fee is non-refundable. Members may receive the
early rate only if this completed form and full payment are postmarked or

received by 24 Sep. Incomplete forms or incomplete payment do not qualify
for early rate. Use one form for a registrant and non-member guest; your guest
registers at the member rate. Spouses, who are A/TA members, should complete
a separate form. We can take VISA or MC only with SSN and email address,
card number, exp date, and signature. (NO AMEX or Discover). Full registration
includes all events except golf.
Postmark all mailed registrations NLT 17 Oct to ensure it arrives
before the office moves to the hotel. After that, plan on web or fax
NLT 1700 24 Oct, or registering at the hotel Wednesday or later onsite at the higher rate.
Substitutions:
There can be no substitutions. Individuals may be canceled and
individuals may register. Specifically, no one may capture someone
else’s early rate after the early deadline. We cannot bank funds.
Remember a new registration must have all information supplied on
a new form. Dues are neither transferable nor refundable to a person
cancelling. (See cancellation instructions) This includes IMPAC card
transactions.
IMPAC Cards or Group Registrations:
If use of IMPAC cards or other group registration is approved, all
tracking must be managed at the local level. We treat all registrations
as individual registrations. All completed registration forms, including
dues payments if applicable, must be received at the same time via the
web registration (www.atalink.org). If any person is submitted who is not a
current member through November, we will charge $30 dues to the IMPAC
card if that is the only card given. Alert your IMPAC card monitor to this
possibility. Some units have individuals give paper copies (with a separate
credit card for dues ) to the card manager who then keys in the registrations
with the IMPAC card number. It is not necessary to do membership first;
please do both on the registration form.
It will be usually possible (not a dedicated server) to query the database
directly for your membership and registration status. Please try:
www.budtraynor.com and enter your SSN.
Faxes:
No fax cover sheet is necessary for membership or convention registration
forms. Save your time and our paper; all arrive in a closed office. Cover sheets
are usually discarded. But if you do fax the form, do so only with credit card
full payment for membership and registration. Please do not send a fax with
the intention of mailing a check. Faxes arriving without payment will likely
be discarded.
No faxes/web after 1700EST 24 Oct. You may register at the A/TA registration
desk upon arrival at the on-site rate.
Exhibitors:
There is usually some confusion: The Exhibitor rate is meant to
cover the food events in the exhibit hall for the exhibit workers who
are not generally participating in the social events. As a booth-space
benefit, each exhibit, regardless of size, gets 3 certificates which each
can be used in lieu of money for an exhibitor registration. This allows
some exhibitors to operate on a slightly tighter budget. This certificate
cannot, however, be used as partial payment toward anything else.
In practice, most exhibitors just pay normal registration so they can
attend all events.
Registration Form on Page 28.
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Corporate

CLOSE-UP

Airlift/Tanker Association Corporate Members as of 15 May 2003:
AAR Mobility Systems
AIRGO Industries
American Trans Air, Inc.
ARINC

Well, summer is just around the corner
and then before you know it, it’s convention
time. This year we’re returning to the
Anaheim Marriott from 30 October to 2
November and we’re making plans to ensure
this year is better than ever. The exhibitor’s
packages have been sent out and exhibitor
information will be available on the A/TA
website shortly.
I’d like to take this opportunity to
welcome World Airways to the ranks of the
Association’s world-class corporate members.
Now entering its 54th year of operations,
World Airways specializes in passenger, cargo
and full service charter operations to a wide
range of customers including the U.S. Air
Force and international airlines.
I look forward to seeing you in Anaheim
in October.
Ed Wiesner

Armed Services Mutual Benefit Association
BAE Systems of North America
Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc.
Bombardier Aerospace
Booz Allen Hamilton
Bose Corporation
CAE
Computer Sciences Corporation
DynCorp
EADS CASA
Engineered Support Systems, Inc
Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation
Evergreen International Airlines, Inc.
Federal Express Corporation (FedEx)
Federated Software Group
FlightSafety International
FMC Airport Equipment
GE Aircraft Engines
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
Hamilton Sundstrand
Honeywell International, DAS
Kellstrom Industries Defense Aerospace Division
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Metric Systems Corporation
Northrop Grumman-Electronic Systems
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Phantom Products, Inc.
Pratt & Whitney/Military Engines
Raytheon Aircraft Company
L-3 Communications
Raytheon EW Systems
Rockwell Collins, Inc
Rolls-Royce North America
SAIC
Sierra Research, an Integrated Defense Technologies Company
Smiths Aerospace
Systems & Processes Engineering Company
Standard Aero Ltd.
Telephonics Corporation
The Boeing Company
Volga Dnepr-Unique Air Cargo
Vought Aircraft Industries, Inc.
Wel-Fab
World Airways
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Corporate Member Spotlight: World Airways, Inc.
A Proud History
The Airlift/Tanker Association’s newest
corporate member has a tradition of airlift
that began on 29 March 1948 with a “fleet”
of three Boeing 314 Clippers. When Edward
Daly bought the company in 1950 the fleet
also included two Curtiss C-26 Commandos,
one used for spare parts.
Mr. Daly improved the fleet, leasing a
Douglas DC-4 from Braniff in 1951. That same
year, World Airways was awarded the first of
what would be many government contracts.
World Airways participated in the
humanitarian airlift following the outbreak
of the Hungarian Revolution. Following the
Hungarian Airlift, World received a Military
Air Transport Service (MATS) contract to
provide daily inter-island service between
Tokyo, Okinawa, Taiwan and Manila in
support of US Troops in the western Pacific.
World continued to grow and improving
its fleet, which by the late 60s had included
DC-6As, Lockheed Super Constellations,
Lockheed 1649A Starliners, and Boeing 727100s and 707-373Cs.
World played a major role in the Vietnam
conflict, airlifting military personnel and
materiel across the Pacific, and R and R
flights for war-weary warfighters.
Tales of derring-do during the Vietnam
era include relief flights to Phnom Phen,
Cambodia, and evacuation flights from Da
Nang to Saigon, under enemy fire.
Following a period of bad luck and
difficulties that began to turn around in
the 1980s, World began concentrating on
its strenghts – contract flying, cargo and
military flying, and during the Persian Gulf
War was stalwart member of the Civilian
Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) augmenting the
military air cargo and passenger fleet,
moving personnel and cargo the the theater
of operations.
Today, World Airways operates a fleet
wide-body aircraft including MD-11s and
DC10-30s, and is facing new challenges with
advanced technology aircraft and a team of
dedicated professionals.
Saluting the Troops
On 12 May, World announced the
creation of its “Salute the Troops” program,
designed to express community support
and its appreciation to U.S. military men
and women returning from the war in
Iraq. World Airways has provided increased
activity to the military during the conflict
in Iraq through the Air Mobility Command
contract. The Company has provided
passenger and cargo support to the U.S.
military for over 50 years.
According to Hollis L. Harris, World

Airways’ chairman and CEO, “World has
been active in transporting U.S military
men and women as well as equipment to
the Middle East and other locations, and
now that our troops are returning home, we
wanted to create some tangible reminders
that Americans appreciate their efforts.”
World Airways’ Salute the Troops program
includes:
* Soliciting drawings from elementary
school children in Peachtree City,
Georgia, and using the drawings to
decorate the galleys and overheads
inside the aircraft
* Printing seat rest covers with the “Salute
the Troops” logo
* Providing meal selections that include
such American favorites as cheeseburgers
and apple pie, accompanied by music
tapes with patriotic themes, such as Lee
Greenwood’s “God Bless the USA” and
Bruce Springsteen’s “Born in the USA.”
“World is proud to participate in the effort
to bring our troops back to America,” noted
Harris. “We wanted them to feel, the minute
they entered the aircraft and prepared to
come home, that Americans have been
thinking about them and that we care. This
has been a challenging time for our country,
and the employees of World Airways wanted
to do our part to boost our troops’ morale
and give them some fun and enjoyment for
their trip home.”
A Continuing Humanitarian Legacy
Building on its history of humanitarian
support, World recently announced its
intention to participate in what has been
dubbed the “Atlanta-Baghdad Airlift”
– an emergency humanitarian relief
effort sponsored by ChevronTexaco
Corporation, the Michael and Susan
Dell Foundation, Delta Air Lines,
GoodWorks International and World
Airways will take flight as soon as
Baghdad International Airport is open
to commercial traffic. The effort is
being spearheaded by International
Medical Corps (IMC), an international
humanitarian agency that is soliciting
additional donations to fund this cargo
flight of medical relief supplies from
Atlanta to Baghdad.
“The medical supplies being collected
for the airlift will satisfy urgent needs
identified through assessments we have
conducted on the ground in hospitals and
clinics in Baghdad and the surrounding

regions,” says Nancy Aossey, President
and CEO of International Medical
Corps, which currently has 35 relief
workers providing assistance on the
ground. “Through these assessments,
we have seen that the challenges of
reconstruction after so many years of
deterioration are absolutely tremendous.
We are committed to working with our
counterparts in Iraq and to see them
through these times.”
Thus
far,
IMC
has
procured
pharmaceuticals, equipment and water
filtration systems, valued at $3.5 million,
for this initial flight into Baghdad, and
there is still space available on the plane
for additional supplies. More flights will
be planned if funding can be raised to
support the emergency effort. IMC is
committed to continuing their work
in Iraq beyond the present crisis in
order to rehabilitate and develop Iraq’s
healthcare infrastructure.
World Airways is committed to the
airlift through the provision of an
MD11
freighter
aircraft. Chairman
and CEO Hollis Harris said, “World
Airways is proud to participate in the
Atlanta-Baghdad Airlift. We have the
first plane set to go and we are working
very closely with the appropriate U.S.government officials in order to secure
a landing slot at Baghdad International
just as soon as commercial aircraft
are permitted to land. Our aim is to
support International Medical Corps as
they raise money to fill this plane and
perhaps send another plane or two into
Baghdad. We believe that many will
answer this call to action.”
International Medical Corps is a global
humanitarian nonprofit organization
dedicated to saving lives and relieving
suffering through health care training
and relief and development programs.
By offering training and health care
to local populations and medical
assistance to people at highest risk, and
with the flexibility to respond rapidly to
emergency situations, IMC rehabilitates
devastated health care systems and
helps bring them back to self-reliance.
World Airways, headquartered in
Peachtree City, GA is a global charter
airline providing passenger and cargo
service to destinations around the world
offering all jet service with their fleet of
DC10 and MD11 aircraft.
Donations in support of the airlift can
be made by calling Leslie Thurman or
Jennifer Uyei of IMC at (310) 826-7800 or
on the web at www.imcworldwide.org.
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Training Airmen For Combat:

Little Rock’s Camp Warlord
By Master Sgt. Donovan K. Potter, 314th Airlift Wing Public Affairs
Training Airman For Combat
With the full support of 314th Airlift
Wing senior leaders, Little Rock Air Force
base noncommissioned officers created a
simulated, yet very realistic deployment
location in a remote area of the base to test
and train leaders and future leaders.
The three-day experience, known as

The attacks sergeant Ryan referred to
happened just after midnight on the
second night of camp. The 150 Camp
Warlord members were rousted out of
their cots at the sound of air raid sirens,
simulated ground-burst explosions and
machine gun fire.
Everyone donned chemical protection
gear and employed
the
self-aid
and
buddy-care
techniques
they
learned earlier in
the day, to help the
“injured
victims”
from the attack.
Twenty minutes after
the warriors recovered
from the mock attack
and everyone was back
in bed, Camp Warlord
officials hit the group
again with another
identical
attack.
Participants said it was
a very long night, but
one that taught them a
lot.
“I think the most
helpful thing that we
did at the camp was
chemical defense training,” said Senior
Airman Christopher Thompson of the 314th
Airlift Wing chapel staff. “In these times
when we are at war with people who use
weapons of mass destruction, I feel that was
the training most likely to save my life.”
Besides chemical defense and medical
training, the warriors learned how to identify
and mark unexploded ordnance, how to
erect temporary tents and how to fortify and
harden their shelter. Members also engage in
many hands-on team-building exercises and
rarely had a spare minute from before the
sunrise until well past sunset.
They learn these important skills from 20
base senior NCO cadre members from various
Air Force specialties, trained especially to
teach the Camp Warlord competencies.
“I believe we are taking the right
approach,” said Master Sergeant Rob
Bahre, Camp Warlord commandant from
the 314th Operations Support Squadron.
“Normally, when we receive military
training, we sit in a room for hours at
a time and just kind of hear what is
being said. By doing it in a field-training
environment, we hear it and then apply

20 skilled senior NCO cadre
members from various Air
Force specialties run Camp
Warlord at Little Rock AFB to
give airmen a taste of what
it is like to be deployed…
Camp Warlord, was founded with the intent
to improve base members’ expeditionary
Air Force readiness by mirroring an actual
deployed environment to the maximum

Setting up housekeeping.
extent possible and to provide leadership
opportunities.
“I was a flight leader and was held
accountable for my troops,” said Tech Sgt.
Rhonda Ryan of the 314th AW staff. “It
was challenging at times, especially after
the attacks. I had to remember the troops
standing before me were waiting for my
guidance.”
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Rendering aid.
it, which really makes it sink in. I think
it really gives the troops more confidence
they can do what is needed when the time
comes—and it will.”
After the warriors receive the individual
training, Master Sgt. Diane Scott-Dailey,
camp deputy commandant from the 314th

Hardening defenses.
AW readiness flight, said it’s important for
everyone to come together and work as a
team.
“Teamwork is a huge portion of this
program, and it’s a team project to
get everyone through the three days,”
she said. “With our current operations
tempo, working together while getting
field experience before arriving at your
forward location is a benefit to you, your
unit, and the mission.”

Time for a hot meal!

AEDC Personnel Take On Camp Warlord
By Tech Sgt. Bob Pullen, AEDC Public Affairs
Erecting tents, treating wounds and
fending off would-be attackers highlighted a
two-day training exercise for 76 of 103 Arnold
Engineering Development Center military
members from Arnold AFB, Tennessee,
who deployed to Little Rock Air Force Base,
Arkansas, 23 October 2002.
Wanting to refresh their military skills and
aided by Little Rock experts, AEDC members
established residency at Camp Warlord,
focusing on team-building and deployment
orientation, according to Col. Steve Johnson,
AEDC financial director and deployment
planner. AEDC is an aerospace test and
evaluation facility where military members
provide oversight for contractors performing
the mission.
The two-day training also helped the AEDC

helping establish a refugee camp for people
fleeing the war-ravaged country of Boranda.
The evacuees would need tents to live in as
well as immediate medical treatment.
Just as the first tents were finished being
erected, wounded evacuees began arriving
by the truckload. AEDC members sprang
into action, providing the medical attention
they had learned in Self-Aid and Buddy Care
training.

2nd Lt. Ray Taylor (left) and 1st Lt. Oscar
Portillo from the Arnold Engineering
Development Centermaneuver their ways
over one of the obstacles on the Warrior
Challenge Confidence Course at Little
Rock, AFB, Ark. (Photo by Capt. John
Sawyer)

Checking unexploded ordinance.
troops refocus on Air Force Chief of Staff,
Gen. John Jumper’s notion that everyone
who wears a blue suit must be eligible to
deploy, said Col. David Eichhorn, AEDC
commander.
“I wanted to make sure the members of
Team AEDC would be ready if and when that
call to deploy comes in,” Eichhorn said. “The
mission at AEDC is to support the warfighter.
This deployment was designed to remind us
of what we’re all about.”
The deployment started early with a 5 a.m.
departure from AEDC aboard buses for the
eight-hour ride to Little Rock. When the buses
arrived everyone hit the ground running with
training, as well as actual hands-on scenarios
for them to practice what they had learned.
According to Johnson, the premise of the
operation was that Team AEDC members were

According to medical training evaluator
observing the scenario, Team AEDC members
exceeded all expectations in the way they
responded to the patients. The patients were
all volunteers from Little Rock who had
been moulaged with realistic-looking serious
injuries.
After tearing down the tents and repacking
them into crates, Team AEDC members took
a crash-course in identifying unexploded
ordnances. Using charts the instructors
provided, various members practiced
spotting, identifying and reporting explosive
devices they might encounter in a hostile
environment.
Then it was on to camouflage netting
instruction, where the Camp Warlord
residents learned the basics of providing a
variety of covers for buildings, vehicles and
equipment. After that, it was time for dinner
and chat sessions with some local World War
II veterans on hand to share their stories.
The next day started nearly as early as the
one before with the sounds of sirens blaring,
bombs exploding and people running and
screaming through the compound. Camp
Warlord was under a simulated attack, and
the members of Team AEDC were called on
again to react quickly to secure the camp and
treat the wounded.
After the smoke had cleared from the
morning attack, members of the Little Rock
services squadron served a field breakfast to
stoke the fires for the upcoming confidence
course. Then, it was back on the buses for
a tour of the Little Rock flightline and the
inside of the C-130 Hercules.
The final deployment hurdle for Team

AEDC was the Warrior Challenge Confidence
Course used for training security forces. The
22-obstacle course winding through the
back woods of the base proved to be quite a
challenge for the team from Arnold.
As the course instructor led the group
through the obstacles explaining how to
conquer each one, he stressed teamwork as a
way for everyone to finish the course.
This teamwork was evident as each
group of 10-15 people trudged over, under
and through the many barriers around the
course. In the end, there were quite a few
bumps and bruises, but there were many
more smiles and handshakes reveling over
the accomplishment of finishing the Warrior
Challenge.
Teamwork proved to be the greatest asset in
completing the Warrior Challenge.
“I noticed great team-work in the Self Aid
Buddy Care scenarios, tent raising, and on
the obstacle course,” Johnson said. “Leaders
emerged at all levels as those with specific
expertise took charge.”
After a short breather, Team AEDC
members aligned in formation as Eichhorn
reaffirmed the oaths of both the officers and
the enlisted members.
“These oaths we take when we enter the
service or re-enlist are the roots of what we
do,” Eichhorn said. “I want everyone to listen
to the words as we say them and be proud of
what it is you’re standing up for.”
After the oaths, the group marched back
to camp for a quick shower and short flight
home aboard a Navy C-9.
“This was a great opportunity for us to

Loading for check ride on a C-130.
train at an operational base that deploys a
lot,” Eichhorn said. “I’m proud of every one
of the men and women from AEDC who
came along on this trip. This has been a
good refresher course on what we all need to
know.
Arnold Engineering Development Center
is the nation’s largest complex of flight
simulation test facilities. This $7.3 billion
complex has some 58 aerospace test facilities
that simulate flight from subsonic to
hypersonic speeds at altitudes from sea level to
space. Virtually every high performance flight
system in use by the Department of Defense
today and all NASA manned spacecraft have
been tested in AEDC’s facilities.
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Mobility

NEWS & VIEWS
Commander Recounts Historic Iraq C-17 Airdrop
by Cynthia Bauer, Air Mobility Command Public Affairs

62 airlift missions over five nights brought a full Army brigade into northern Iraq.
C-17s delivered more than 400 vehicles, more than 2,000 people, and more than 3,000 tons of equipment.
All arrived on time, all without mishap and with great precision.
It was by any measure a landmark
who had the dedication to make it
the threat by going through several
moment for airlift operations and the
happen.
“what if” scenarios. The planners also
C-17 Globemaster III. The nighttime
“We had 89 maintainers who launched
hammered out more than 140 possible
airdrop last month of 1,000 “Sky Soldiers”
over a squadron’s worth of jets every
routes that could be flown into Iraq.
from the 173rd Airborne Brigade behind
single day in a very short period of time,
Allardice was in the lead aircraft of
enemy lines into northern Iraq was the
with 100 percent reliability. ... I briefed
the formation of 15 C-17s. As the jet
largest combat airdrop since the invasion
them on what our mission was early on
taxied down the ramp, he looked out
of Panama in December 1989 and a first
(and told them) ‘what I require of you
the window and noticed something
for the C-17.
is every single day, I need 100 percent
amazing happening on the ramp at
It was not just this moment in
aircraft generation. I can’t have a single
Aviano, home of the 31st Fighter Wing.
support of Operation Iraqi Freedom
airplane not make it. I need that from
Even though the air and ground crews
that made history, but also
tried to maintain a low profile
the heroic efforts of activedays before the launch, the
duty and Reserve aircrews
base woke up that day to
and
maintainers,
and
thousands of Army troops
outstanding teamwork by the
and 17 aircraft on the ramp.
Army, Air Force and Navy.
People knew something big
That is according to Col. Bob
was about to happen.
Allardice, the 62nd Airlift
“There
were
four
Wing commander at McChord
airplanes behind me and
Air Force Base, Wash., and
10 others lining up at the
mission commander for this
taxiway,”
said
Allardice.
operation.
“To see this huge formation
He, along with Army Col.
on the ground with people
William Mayville of the
everywhere ... there were
173rd Airborne Brigade, led
people on the rooftops,
the operations for 62 airlift
lining the streets, with
missions over five nights to
American flags waving. They
bring a full Army brigade
understood something big
from Aviano Air Base, Italy, OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM -- U.S. Air Force C-17 Globemaster IIIs are was happening, and that they
into northern Iraq. A fleet of lined up waiting to transport U.S. Army and Air Force personnel forward were part of some very large
C-17s delivered more than from an air base in Europe in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom on historic moment. This was
400 vehicles, more than 2,000 March 26. (U.S. Air Force photo by Tech. Sgt. Stephen Faulisi)
so large and so many people
people, and more than 3,000
(had a part) in this operation,
tons of equipment. All arrived
they all felt they were part of
you.’ And they gave it to me,” he said.
on time, all without mishap and with
it.
That’s
what
you want. You want every
Besides the soldiers of the 173rd,
great precision.
airman to know they are connected to
20 airmen of the 86th Contingency
“People kept saying ‘nobody’s in the
the mission.”
Response Group from Ramstein Air
north,’” said the 44-year-old commander.
Once in flight, the situation became
Base, Germany, also parachuted into Iraq
that night. They comprised a team of
“The next day, there were 1,000 combat
a little tense for the aircrews from
specialists from the intelligence, medical,
troops on the ground in the north. And
McChord AFB and Charleston AFB, S.C.,
communications, security, aerial port,
within a couple more days, there was a
as reports of bad weather conditions
engineer and fuels career fields who
full brigade on the ground. Who could
threatened the mission. But, the colonel
helped prepare the airfield for use by U.S.
do that?”
said, the mission continued.
forces.
Only the U.S. military and the
“The weather was bad when we took
The colonel recalled the events leading
combined efforts of all those who
off, and the weather was bad two hours
to the March 26 airdrop. An important
touched the mission: planners, aerial
out. But based on the forecast and based
issue for the planners was the threat of
port personnel, pilots, Air Force and
on the winds, I was convinced the
hostile fire.
Navy fighter escorts, aerial refuelers,
weather would be good when we got (to
“If you think about it in retrospect, we
loadmasters, jump masters, combat
the drop zone),” he said.
were flying a large formation into ... hostile
communications personnel. Allardice
The C-17 aircrews pressed ahead,
airspace. We were escorted by the fighters,
said it was all the soldiers and airmen
ready for the challenges of not only
but still in hostile airspace,” he said.
who have been training for years and
that night’s airdrop, but also the next
The colonel said the planners addressed
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four nights that required nighttime
landings on an unimproved airstrip
with no lighting. Because the operations
were at night, night-vision goggles were
essential. Once reserved only for special
operations, NVGs are now a mainstay for
the C-17 aircrews. It was the use of these
special goggles that allowed the aircraft
to virtually sneak in and out of the area.
The colonel said that while there are so
many things that could go wrong behind
the scenes, it is “extraordinary airmen
conquering the impossible who make a
mission like this successful.
“It’s not when everything goes right,
it’s when the impossible presents itself
and you have professionals who safely
attack the problem to taxi on time, to
take off on time, to get the job done,”
he said. “That is why I love this mission:
to see the pride, professionalism and
enthusiasm to accomplish the mission
regardless of circumstances.”
The situation in Afghanistan the year
before prepared the troops for this one,
in the procedures used to integrate with
all the other airborne assets. Allardice also
served as the mission commander for the
nighttime high-altitude airdrop mission
just over 18 months ago to deliver 2.4
million humanitarian daily rations into
Afghanistan.
“In Afghanistan we crossed the forward
edge of battle the first night. It was the
first time the C-17 had done that, the
first time the C-17 had been employed
in combat. We were new, raw recruits to
that world, so we learned those lessons
in Afghanistan through trial and error.
This time, we walked in with a much
better perspective on what was going to
be expected. We were able to plan early
on much more deliberately. And we had
a great connection with the people who
build the air tasking order, which is the
guide for all air assets. It’s historic, too,
that we were fully integrated from the very
beginning with the entire air package.”
The missions were made possible by
almost three dozen aerial refuelings, the
tireless efforts of airmen with Aviano
AB’s air mobility squadron, and Air Force
and Navy fighter escorts. There was not
one part of the air mobility system that
was not touched during the operation.
Besides delivering forces and equipment,
the C-17s also evacuated several wounded
soldiers for care in Germany.
“We used every capability you could
imagine with the C-17 to do something
no other nation in the world could ever
bring about. And we did it with a 100
percent success rate. America’s getting
our money’s worth out of this jet,” he
said. (Courtesy of Air Mobility Command
News Service)

Ceremony Ends Operation
Northern Watch
The Combined Task Force Operation
Turkish and French airmen rotated
Northern Watch guidon was encased
through Incirlik AB to support the
May 1, in a ceremony signifying the
operations.
successful end to its mission of enforcing
At any given time, the United States,
U.N. Security Council Resolutions
England and Turkey contributed more
north of the 36th
than 1,400 troops
parallel.
and approximately
Gen.
Charles
50 fighter, tanker,
F.
Wald,
U.S.
intelligence,
E u r o p e a n
surveillance
and
Command deputy
reconnaissance
commander,
aircraft to ONW.
officiated
the
The U.S. conceremony -- an
tribution was a
irony since he was
total-force effort,
the first U.S. officer
including soldiers,
on the ground
sailors, Marines
here to support INCIRLIK AIR BASE, Turkey -- Master Sgt. a n d
airmen
Operation Provide Roy T. Blanco, the 39th Mission Support from active duty,
Squadron first sergeant, and Army 1st Lt. National
Comfort in 1991.
Guard
The
general Eric Rodino, Combined Task Force chief and Reserve units
summed up ONW of staff executive officer, case the CTF/ serving 45-to-90as
a
successful Operation Northern Watch guidon dur- day tours.
coalition operation ing an inactivation ceremony here May 1.
Despite facing
that saved lives and (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Iraqi fire on nearly
forged long-term Veronica Fullwood)
every
mission,
bonds
between
coalition forces
the coalition partners in his remarks
never lost an aircraft to enemy fire over
to approximately 240 guests and 20
Iraq.
international media representatives.
In recognition of these and other
He attributed the unwavering support
achievements, CTF ONW headquarters
of the United States’ ONW coalition
was awarded the Joint Meritorious
partners, Turkey and England, as the
Unit Award six consecutive years. The
foundation of cooperation that formed
unit received its seventh during the
even stronger ties between the three
ceremony.
nations.
The last ONW combat patrol was
Brig. Gen. Robin E. Scott, the last U.S.
flown March 17, before the beginning
ONW co-commander, attributed the
of Operation Iraqi Freedom, but the
operation’s success to the support of
operation’s legacy lives on.
the U.S.’s coalition partners as well as
Coalition forces gained invaluable
the 39th Air and Space Expeditionary
experience
planning
and
flying
Wing, which did the “yeoman’s work
composite-force missions, generating
supporting ONW.”
combat-ready aircraft and controlling
The 39th ASEW’s guidon was also
their missions from the combined
cased during the ceremony. The wing
air operations center. Ultimately, the
was created to organize deployed
experience gained and lessons learned
forces supporting ONW into a familiar
from ONW laid the foundation for
structure while providing the backbone
success in future military operations.
of support to the entire operation. With
“Through the no-fly zones, we trained
the end of ONW, the 39th ASEW’s
an entire generation of expeditionary
mission also ended.
warriors, providing them with the
ONW began Jan. 1, 1997, and
valuable combat skills that have, in
succeeded another coalition effort,
no small measure, made Operation
Operation Provide Comfort, which
Iraqi Freedom so successful,” said
began in April 1991 and delivered more
Scott. “Twelve years of combat flying
than 12,400 tons of food, supplies,
in Iraq provided the expeditionary
medical aid and fuel to more than 1
skills and experience that make our
million Kurdish refugees along the
forces unparalleled in the world today.”
Turkish and Iraqi border.
(Courtesy of U.S. Air Forces in Europe
More than 100,000 U.S., British,
News Service)
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An Airlift/Tanker Association
Enlisted Tuition Grant
can help you to –

ETG AD
Soar Like
an Eagle…
Could $200 help you achieve
your continuing education
goals?

ETG CRITERIA:
• Membership in the Airlift/Tanker Association
• Hold the Rank of E-2 through E-6

Airlift/Tanker Association Enlisted
Tuition Grants are available to
Air Force, Air National Guard and
Air Force Reserve members pursuing
undergraduate or graduate degrees. If
you meet the criteria, apply today! The
A/TA wants to help you continue your
education so you too can soar like an eagle.

• Commander’s Recommendation
• Assigned in an air mobility operational and/or support
function (an augmentee on a mobility or maintenance
support team, for example). Anyone directly or
indirectly supporting the USAF Airlift or Air Refueling
mission.
• Checks will be issued upon completion of a course with
proof of a grade of C or better in an accredited degree
program
• Individuals are limited to one ETG per 12-month
period.
• Student financial need is not a principal criterion
• May not be used for a lower or lateral previously
awarded degree
• Additional details available online at www.atalink.org
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The A/TA ETG Program.
Working to improve
America’s Air Mobility Force.

AMC Operational

TEST & EVALUATION
Compiled under the direction of
Col. Steven W. Sayre, Director, Test and Evaluation,
HQ AMC/TE

“In God We Trust, All Else We Test.”

Testing in Support of “Agile Acquisition” Programs
By Major Daryl Guill, HQ AMC/TE
Recent testing to support “Agile
Acquisition” of the KC-135 Roll-On Beyond
Line of Sight Enhancement (ROBE), or “smart
tanker,” system at Eglin AFB FL would lead one
to think that the newest buzzword in the Air
Force Test and Evaluation (T&E) community
should be “Agile Testing.” However, as
outlined in AFI 99-102, Operational Test
and Evaluation, even in support of Agile
Acquisition programs, HQ AMC/TE must still
evaluate doctrine, operational concepts,
system performance, procedures, tactics,
and other areas to ensure that systems will
meet operational needs.
As noted in the Winter 2003 AT/Q,
in late 2001, the Secretary of the Air
Force and the Chief of Staff of the Air
Force (CSAF) directed the development
and deployment of a “network in the
sky” consisting of nodes that forward
and translate data link information, and
collect and forward Signals Intelligence
information. On 29 Jan 02, the CSAF
provided direction and funding approval
to purchase 20 ROBE packages and modify
40 KC-135 aircraft to host those packages.
The KC-135 is to be the initial airborne
relay platform for this network gateway
and the ROBE will be the initial airborne
system for this capability. Thus, the moniker
“smart tanker.” These aircraft will operate
within a line-of-sight Link-16 network and
process/relay messages providing real-time
battle situational awareness over an Ultra
High Frequency Demand Assigned Multiple
Access Satellite Communication beyondline-of-sight network.
HQ AMC/TE, through their field test
agency, the 33d Flight Test Squadron (33
FLTS), conducted a Force Development
Evaluation (FDE) that evaluated the
suitability of the “smart tanker” on the KC135R and its impact on aircrew workload.
Testing took place 5-14 Feb 03 at Eglin AFB
FL while the “smart tanker” was undergoing
Developmental Testing (DT) with the 46th
Test Squadron. Air Force Operational Test and
Evaluation Center (AFOTEC) was also onhand to conduct an Operational Assessment
(OA) that evaluated and reported on the
system’s potential to meet user effectiveness
requirements. “Smart tanker” operation was

assessed during a robust cross section of air
refueling and non-air refueling sorties. A
total of five sorties and two air refuelings
were conducted. The Joint Interoperability
Test Command will conduct follow-on joint
interoperability testing in the near future.
The combined effort and cooperation
of these various test organizations was
necessitated by the fast-track Agile
Acquisition Strategy adopted for the

“smart tanker” by the Electronic Systems
Center. As Mrs. Darleen Druyun, Principal
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
(Acquisition Management) pointed out,
Agile Acquisition encourages Program
Managers to, “relentlessly attack our own
processes and get rid of those steps in the
acquisition process that simply take time but
don’t improve quality” and to “innovate and
think creatively.”
Yet by its very nature, Air Force testing
includes several “speed bumps” in the process
to ensure safety and thoroughness when
evaluating the suitability and effectiveness
of new systems. These can be accelerated but
not avoided. For example, FDEs are normally
conducted by MAJCOMs and are intended to
focus on employment and sustainment of
systems after the initial acquisition process,
Initial/Qualification Operational T&E (I/
QOT&E), and/or Follow-on Operational T&E
(FOT&E), are complete. It is very important
to note that even by adopting an Agile
Acquisition Strategy, I/QOT&E and/or FOT&E
activities cannot be reduced or eliminated.
Despite the streamlined approach, HQ AMC/
TE must still examine and evaluate doctrine,
operational concepts, system performance,

procedures, tactics, and other areas as
outlined in AFI 99-102, to ensure that systems
will meet operational needs.
By bringing together three separate test
organizations to execute near-simultaneous
Development, Operational, and Field testing
of the “smart tanker” system, the AMC test
community demonstrated that even under
Agile Acquisition we can still provide an
independent and rapid test capability
that provides accurate and affordable
information
to
decision
makers.
Leadership can then assess whether
a system or technique is suitable and
effective for military use while ensuring
the acquisition community delivers
operationally effective and suitable
systems to Air Force users. End result-operational users receive the information
needed to develop tactics, doctrines, and
procedures.
As Gen Lester Lyles stated, “Agile
Acquisition provides an exciting
opportunity for all of us in the business
of developing, acquiring, testing, and
sustaining the weapon systems our Air
Force uses to defend America’s freedom!”
Agile Acquisition…and “Agile Testing”…
enable the test community to provide
better support for our customers--this
nation’s war fighters.
By its very nature, Air Force testing
includes several “speed bumps” in the
process to ensure safety and thoroughness
when evaluating the suitability and
effectiveness of new systems.
These
can be accelerated but not avoided. For
example, FDEs are normally conducted by
MAJCOMs and are intended to focus on
employment and sustainment of systems
after the initial acquisition process, Initial/
Qualification Operational T&E (I/QOT&E)
and/or Follow-on Operational T&E (FOT&E)
are complete. It is very important to note
that even by adopting an Agile Acquisition
Strategy, I/QOT&E and/or FOT&E activities
cannot be reduced or eliminated. Despite
the streamlined approach, HQ AMC/TE
must still examine and evaluate doctrine,
operational concepts, system performance,
procedures, tactics, and other areas as
outlined in AFI 99-102, to ensure that
systems will meet operational needs.
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2003 A/TA Convention Registration Form(Please read instructions
Registration & Cancellation Policy : See detailed instructions on page 18 or on the web at www.atalink.org.
NO REFUNDS without a cancellation confirmation number, obtained after personal cancellation (please no intermediaries) only
with Bud or Pam Traynor, prior to events, at (703) 385-2802 before 24 Oct, 1700 EST; or via the hotel switchboard
in their room; or with them at the A/TA registration booth (not the hotel desk). Card refunds will be made back
to your card; check payment will be refunded individually by check to each individual. Requests without a
cancellation number will not be honored. See cancellation fees below.
a) You may instead register online with credit card (secure) at www.atalink.org.
2003 A/TA Convention & Symposium
b) To register at the member rate, membership must be current through Nov. The membership fee is
30 Oct – 2 Nov 2003
Anaheim Marriott Hotel
non-refundable.
Anaheim, California
c) Use one form for a registrant and non-member guest. Guest registers at member rate.
(714) 750-8000
d) Spouses who are A/TA members should complete a separate form.
e) Members may receive the “Early”rate only if this completed form and full payment are postmarked or received by 24 Sept, or may receive the “Pre-Registration” rate if received by 24 Oct.
Incomplete forms or payment do not qualify for early rate. You may register at the A/TA registration desk upon arrival at the onsite rate.
f) We can accept only VISA or MC, and only with SSN and email address, card expiration date and signature.
g) Postmark all mailed registrations NLT 17 Oct. No faxes/web after 1700EST 24 Oct.
h) Call or Email changes; DO NOT RESUBMIT FORM or send multiple copies.When in doubt, contact us: (703) 385-2802 or ata@atalink.org

Registrant:
MI:

SSN:

LAST NAME:

(Never listed nor given out - For data control only)

HOME ADDRESS:

Retired Mil.

CITY:

ST

HOME PHONE:

ZIP

Badge:

JOB/DUTY TITLE:

RANK ABBREVIATION:

ORG NAME/SYMBOL:

Also Show:

WORK PHONE:

ZIP

Organization

A/TA Chapter

Organization

A/TA Chapter

GUEST:
NAME

Also Show:

Spouse:

MULTIPLE GUESTS:

FIRST NAME:

Call/Email Bud Traynor for information concerning registration and
fees for multiple guests.

LAST NAME:

FULL REGISTRATION: (Includes everything except Golf)
A/TA Membership (Required for Member Rate for member and guest)
Member Pre-Registration (Early below is $25 cheaper; Onsite will be $30 more)
Member Early Registration (Must postmark/fax by 24 Sept)
Non-Member Registration (Probably not you)
Exhibitors (Does NOT include Seminars, Banquet, Brunch or Golf)

GOLF (Includes Lunch):
Requested

2.

Foursome:

4.

PARTIAL REGISTRATION:

3.

Check Box for:
SELF
SPOUSE

TOTAL

Per Person Fee

$30
$230
$205
$355
$175

$
$
$
$
$

$85

$

Handicap(s)

All below included in full registration above –
Full registrants please don’t use.

✈ Thursday Evening Reception (Food, Refreshments & Exhibits)
✈ Friday Program (Seminars, Exhibits, Breakfast, Lunch)
✈ Friday Evening Reception (Food, Refreshments & Exhibits)
✈ Saturday Program (Seminars, Exhibits, Breakfast, Lunch)
✈ Saturday Evening Cocktails and Awards Banquet
✈ Sunday Farewell Brunch

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE NOW:

$75
$70
$75
$70
$80
$40

Col. Dennis Bud Traynor (USAF ret)
9312 Convento Terrace, Fairfax, VA 22031
Credit card users may fax registration to:
(703) 385-2803 (no cover page)
After 17 Oct mail or 24 Oct fax/web cutoff, registrations
accepted only at the convention registration desk.

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

Make Checks Payable to: The Airlift/Tanker Association

Check www.atalink.org for web registration –
Otherwise copy this form and mail, along with
check or credit card info, to:

A/TA REG. 2003

(Print or type names exactly as you want
them to appear on badge)

WORK FAX:

WORK E-MAIL ADDRESS:
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Life Member

NAME

WORK MAILING ADDRESS:
ST

Civilian

REGISTRANT:

BASE/LOCATION:

CITY:

Civil Service

Service:

HOME FAX:

HOME E-MAIL ADDRESS:

✈
✈
✈
✈
✈

NICKNAME:
CHECK ALL THAT APPLY:
Active Duty
ARC

VISA or MASTERCARD (Also include SSN and Email address above)

By transmitting this form, I certify I have read and understand the cancellation instructions and that if my
national membership is not current through Nov., an additional $30 will be assessed on this card to update
my membership. Cancellation fee is $10 if by 24 Sept.; $20 if by 24 Oct., $25 thereafter.
AF or Org. Card #:
Exp:
Amt:$
Personal Card #:

Exp:

Amt:$

Signature (required):
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SEE PAGES 18 & 19 FOR RULES OF ENGAGEMENT,
CONTACT NUMBERS AND HOTEL INFORMATION

REMOVE ALONG PERFORATION

FIRST NAME:

